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ABSTRACT
The Use of English Determiners in Dialogue Journals
by Japanese Second Language Learners
Adriana Rodrigues Bridger
West Virginia University

The purpose of this study was to describe the use of English determiners in dialogue
journals by Japanese second language learners. The entries of the journals of six Japanese
students in an ESL class collected over an eight-week period served as the main source of
data for this research project. Three analyses were performed: the accuracy order of the
articles (the. a/an. and 0 ) . possessives. and other determiners: the accuracy order of
predeterminers, central determiners, and postdetermtners: and an error analysis of the
articles a/an. the. and the 0 article. The following major findings emerged: the accuracy
order of the English determiners was from most accurate to the least accurate: 0.
possessive, other determiner, the. and a/an: high percentages of errors of underextension of
a/an and the as well as the low percentages of substitution and overextension errors: and
problems with a/an in Type 4 [-SR. - HKj and the in Type 2 [+SR. +HK] contexts. These
results contribute to research on ESL learners' use of English articles in a natural written
discourse.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is a well known fact that, for many different reasons, second language (L2)
learners often have difficulties related to the use of certain grammatical items. Master
(1997) states, "What language learners seem to find particularly difficult in acquiring
English, generally is grammatical items that are comprised of multiple elements" (p. 220).
One such example is the usage of the English articles (a/an, the, and 0).The articles belong
to a class of grammatical items called determiners (Greenbaum and Quirk, 1990), and the
determiners, in general, comprise a grammatical area with •••'!"< ii L2 learners have a lot of
problems (Master, 1993).
In the case of the English article system, Master (1997) claims that, in order for L2
learners to select the correct choice of the article, notions such as countability, number, and
definiteness must be considered. For that reason, even though the articles are among the
smallest and the most common words in English, their usage seems to be very complex
(Butler, 2002). In addition. Master (1997) argues that the articles are acquired differently
depending on whether or not the learner's first language (LI) contains an article system and
that the acquisition of articles is delayed for those learners whose LI does not contain an
article system, such as Japanese.
Several studies have examined the use of the article system by English as a Second
Language (ESL) learners from a variety of approaches (e.g., Butler, 2002; Yamada &
Matsuura, 1992); these studies have examined learners' abilities to supply the articles in
grammar tests and cloze passages as well as learners* production of the articles in spoken
and written discourse. The results of these studies suggest that articles are problematic for
all levels of learners (Yamada &Matsuura. 1982) and that native language is a factor
(Master, 1987). In addition, while teachers of ESL find it difficult to teach the article system
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to their students, the difficulty teachers have in teaching the article system is even more
intensified when they are working with students whose mother tongue does not have an
article system [-Art], such as Japanese (Master, 1987). An instructor in the Yamada and
Matsuura study suggested that these students seem to use the English article system almost
in a random way, since their use of the system does not resemble the Standard English
practice. Also, Thomas (1989, p. 339-340) suggests that a great number of these studies are
based on non-naturalistic data obtained from cloze tests. She notes that these types of tests
may provide an incomplete perspective of how articles are used by the students. She also
points out that only a few studies that are based on natural language data have been
conducted (e.g., Huebner, 1983).
One instructional technique which results in natural written production is the
dialogue journal. Kreeft (1984) defines dialogue journals as "notebooks in which students
and a teacher interact regularly in a written and informal conversation" (p. 47). Many
educators ofESL have become familiar with this individualized interactive writing strategy
in an attempt to promote natural language production as well as to learn more about the
students' interests, backgrounds, and needs. For decades, dialogue journaling has become a
very important teaching strategy to support the writing learning process. This support is
developed through the very authentic written interaction that is established between the two
writers. Personal journals consist of a private "one way" written communication. Dialogue
journals, on the other hand, involve partners - usually a teacher and a student, sharing their
interests, experiences, needs, and opinions in writing (Holmes &Moulton, 1997). The
dialogue journal practice allows teachers to interact and get to know students in a very
unique way. Furthermore, dialogue journals provide students with the opportunity to learn
the forms and syntax of written language through the modeling of a proficient speaker - the
teacher.
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One of the first dialogue journal studies carried out with ESL students (Kreeft, Shuy,
Staton, Reed &Morroy, 1984) points out the characteristics that make dialogue journals an
effective tool for language acquisition. The results of the study demonstrate that dialogue
journals create good conditions for learning such as, exchange of ideas about topics that are
relevant to the learning process, emphasis on communication, improvement of reading
skills, interaction in a non-threatening environment, and modeling and enhancement of
correct grammatical structures. The conditions for learning proposed by Kreeft, et al. (1984)
served as the basis for numerous other studies that explored various relevant features
related to the use of dialogue journals with ESL learners. However, it appears that very few
studies have described the use of second language grammar in the entries of ESL students'
dialogue journals.
These findings reflect my own teaching experience with dialogue journals in the ESL
classroom. I first became familiar with this strategy while working as a voluntary intern at a
public elementary school in the United States. My supervisor at the time used the journals
to teach English to international children at this school. The students came from different
cultural and language backgrounds and from various different proficiency levels as well. I
was fascinated with how well the students responded to the practice, and even when they
could not write or speak in English, they would use drawings in their journals until they
learned the words to communicate meaning. The journals seemed to promote language
acquisition in a natural and friendly environment. I learned to use the students'own
experiences and topics they were interested in to teach them the target language. As a result,
the children seemed to acquire vocabulary fast, and they were able to use the new acquired
words in different contexts. As the years went by, I started to use dialogue journals in my
own adult ESL classes. The students seemed to respond very positively to the dialogue
journal task proposed to them, and I started to become more interested in the effectiveness
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of this instructional practice. However, rather than focusing on the broader benefits of
dialogue journals, my interest lay more in the effect this practice would have on the
students' writing abilities, and more specifically in the students' use and acquisition of
certain grammatical items in English within such a discourse context.
From these two different areas of research, the acquisition of English articles and the
use of dialogue journals in the language classroom, comes the impetus for the current study.
Specifically, the use of English articles by Japanese students of ESLas demonstrated by the
entries in their dialogue journals became the focus of this study for two main reasons. First,
even though the articles are among the most commonly used words in the English language,
it is surprising how complex their usage can be for ESL students (Butler, 2002). The study
by Yamada and Matsuura (1982) suggested that the complexity of the English article system
can cause many challenges even for advanced students of English. Since the articles are
among the most frequent words in the English language, it is understandable that ESL
students would like to know how to use them correctly. Therefore, it is important for
researchers and instructors to observe and understand how ESL students use English
articles in order to help them utilize the system more appropriately. Second, even though
several studies have dealt with the description of the use of English articles by ESL students,
as Thomas (1989) suggests, a more accurate picture of L2 acquisition of English articles
would come from an examination of natural language production such as the written
production in dialogue journals, an activity that fosters natural language production in an
extended discourse in a non-threatening environment (Kreeft, 1984).
The participants in this current study are all Japanese speakers ([-Art] speakers)
enrolled in an ESL class at a small liberal arts college in the United States. This study
describes and analyzes the use of the English articles and other determiners by these
Japanese students in order to find how these learners use the articles and other
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determiners: specifically the accuracy level of determiner use, the types of errors committed
by these students as well as the reasons behind such errors.
The present study is organized as follows. In chapter 2, a review of the literature
related to acquisition of the English article system and dialogue journals is presented. In
chapter 3,1 provide a detailed description of the design and methodology of the study. The
results obtained from the data collected from the entries of the Japanese students' dialogue
journals are presented and discussed in chapter 4. Finally, a conclusion is presented in
chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature
The articles, such as the and a(n). are among the most frequent words used in the
English language (Master. 1997: Butler. 2002). However. ESL students have many
difficulties learning them (Yamada &Matsuura. 19S2). Many ESL instructors may wonder
why their students make the decisions they make when it comes to using the English article
system, especially in their writings. In fact, as noted earlier. Yamada and Matsuura (19S2)
reported that an instructor in their study suggested that his students seemed to use the
English article system almost in a random way. since it does not seem to resemble the way
native speakers use the system.
When it comes to the use of articles, the challenges faced by L2 learners can be seen
even in advanced students of English. Master (1997) suggests that not being able to use the
article system correctly at a higher level, for instance in academic writings, "may undermine
the author's integrity because they (errors) reveal an imperfect control of the language.
Imperfect control may. consciously or unconsciously, suggest imperfect knowledge, and if
such an attitude is engendered in the mind of a professor grading a student paper, that
student's grade may suffer" (p. 216).
Master (19S7). as cited by Master (1997). claims that L2 learners whose language
does not contain an article system [-Art], such as Japanese speakers, will take longer to
acquire the articles in English than the ones whose language contain an article system
[+Art]. e.g.. Spanish speakers. Therefore, some instructors feel it is important to understand
how [-Art] learners use articles in English in order to help them apply the system more
appropriately. The studies reviewed here obtained results from grammar tests and natural
production tasks; however, the results are not conclusive. In an attempt to add to what is
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currently known about article use in natural language production by L2 learners of English,
this study describes and analyzes the use of the English article system as well as other
determiners in the entries of the dialogue journals of Japanese ESL students. The purpose is
to investigate the level of accuracy of the English determiners used by these students in
natural language production, the types of errors they make and why. To lay a foundation for
this study, this literature review is organized as follows: first I provide a definition,
explanation, and analysis of the English article system and other determiners in Standard
English from various grammarians" perspectives. Second, an analysis of second language
acquisition studies of article learning is given. Third, a review of literature on dialogue
journals is described. Finally, a discussion of the literature with respect to the proposed
study is presented.
The Articles and Other Determ iners in Standard English
As mentioned before, one area in the grammar of the English language that poses
many difficulties for ESL students is the articles. According to Greenbaum and Quirk
(1990). the English language has three articles: the definite article the. the indefinite article
a(n). and the zero (0) article. They explain that the articles are part of a grammatical group
called determiners. The use of the articles in Standard English depends on the noun they
accompany. Nouns are placed into different categories: proper, comm on. count, noncount,
concrete, and abstract. The unique reference, which is a characteristic of proper nouns,
does not allow determiner and number distinction. Therefore the following examples are
grammatically incorrect in Standard English: *the Brazil. *some Philadelphias. Common
nouns, on the other hand, allow the occurrence of such a contrast in English: the music,
some problems. Count nouns are also known as countable nouns (e.g.. pen/pens), while
noncount nouns are also known as mass nous (e.g.. water). Concrete nouns are those that
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can be seen and measured (e.g.. bread, candle), whereas abstract nouns are those that
cannot be seen or measured (e.g.. happiness).
Loberger and Welsh (2002) provide a slightly different definition of the different
categories of nouns in English. They classify nouns into the following categories: common,
proper, abstract, concrete and collective. Loberger and Welsh define common nouns as the
ones "that are the names of things in general" (p. 7). Some examples of common nouns are:
dog. student, and book. They explain that common nouns are divided into count nouns and
mass nouns. Count nouns are those that describe single items that can be counted (e.g.. car.
pencil). The determiners used with count nouns can be used in the singular or plural form,
according to the number of the given noun (e.g.. This car is my favorite: These pencils are
blue.). Mass nouns, on the other hand, identify "things not usually considered countable by
individual items" (p.S). Some examples of mass nouns are money, m ilk. and sugar.
Loberger and Welsh explain that although mass nouns are considered uncountable,
countability of some of these nouns can be obtained when they are used with expressions
such as in the following examples: a cup of milk, two spoons of sugar. Proper nouns are the
ones that describe particular things associated with an individual name, such as the name of
a person, a state, and other things (e.g.. Anna. Florida). Abstract nouns are those "that
name a quality, an attribute, an idea, or anything not having physical properties" (p. 9).
Some examples of abstract nouns are kindness, laughter, and sorrow. Concrete nouns are
described as the ones that "have physical properties -that is. things that are tangible items"
(p.9). Desk. snow, and computer are examples of concrete nouns. A collective noun is a
single noun that describes a group of things (e.g.. a flock of birds, family,
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class).'

All the linguistic and sentence examples provided from page 9 through 13 were adapted from

Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) and Loberger and Welsh (2002).
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According to Greenbaum and Quirk (1990). in the English language, nouns occur in
noun phrases (NP). Master (1993) explains that determiners in English are obligatory items
that occur in the beginning of an NP. The type of reference an NP has (i.e.. whether the NP
is definite, indefinite, generic, referential or non-referential) is associated with the
determiner that co-occurs with it. Greenbaum and Quirk provide a system for count and
noncount nouns based on the relationship between definiteness and number. This system is
illustrated in Table 2-1 below:
Table 2-1
System for Count and Noncount Nouns
Number

Definiteness

Count

Noncount

Singular

Definite

the pen

the water

Indefinite

open

0 water

Definite

the pens

Indefinite

0 pens

Plural

Adapted from Greenbaum and Quirk (1990)
Greenbaum and Quirk explain that an NP is characterized as definite by the article
the. In other words, the marks an NP "as referring to something which can be identified
uniquely in the contextual or general knowledge shared by the speaker and the hearer" (p.
77). The article the can be used with singular and plural count nouns, as well as with
noncount nouns.
The boys went out to play.
The President will speak to the press tomorrow.
The music we heard was beautiful.
He kicked me on the leg.
The indefinite article a(n). however, is used to mark the NPs when a reference cannot
be identified by the speaker and the hearer. It is used with singular count nouns.
I bousht a car last month.
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Mary saw a squirrel in the park.
He had an apple for lunch.
In general, the 0 article has a great correspondence with a(n). since it plays the role
of the indefinite article when used with plural count and noncount nouns.
I like 0 sugar in my tea.
0 Whales are interesting animals.
Besides the articles. Greenbaum and Quirk point out other determiners that co-occur
with nouns in NPs. As mentioned before, the type of reference an NP possesses depends on
the determiner that accompanies it. They explain that the determiners are divided into three
distinct groups based on their placement in the NP in relation to one another. The three
groups of determiners are: predeterm iners. central determ iners. and postdeterm iners.
First of all. predeterminers have to do with quantification and generally precede the
central determiners with which they can co-occur in an NP. Greenbaum and Quirk divide
this group into two subgroups: (1) all. both, and half and (2) the multipliers (such as.
double, and four tint es).
In an NP. all. both, and half can appear before the articles, the possessives and the
demonstratives (e.g.. all the apples, all my books, all these calls). However, if a determiner
itself implies quantification (e.g.. some. each. no. etc.). then all. both and half cannot cooccur with it in an NP (e.g.Ar// some bookstall no calls). Individually, all is used with
plural count nouns and noncount nouns (e.g.. all the students, all students, all the water, all
water): both is used with plural count nouns (e.g.. both the cars, both cars): and half'xs. used
with singular and plural count nouns, as well as with noncount nouns (e.g.. half the cake (s).
half a cake, half the water: however. *lialfwater is incorrect in Standard English).
Greenbaum and Quirk also note that the multipliers can be used as predeterminers
in two ways:
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When the following determiner is the definite article, demonstrative or
possessive, the multiplier applies to the noun so determined:
twice/double the length ('a length twice as great")
three times her salary ("a salary three times as large*)
When the following determiner is the indefinite article or each or every, the
multiplier applies to a measure (such as frequency) set against the unit specified by
the following noun:
once a day
twice each game
four times every year (Greenbaum &. Quirk. 1990. p. 76).
Central determiners include the articles {the. a(n). and 0). the demonstratives {this,
that, these, those), the possessives {my. your. his. her. its. our. their), the iv/i-determiners
{which, whose, whichever, whatever, whosever). the negative determiner {no), the
universal determiners {every, each), the nonassertive dual determiner {either), the negative
dual determiner {neither), the general assertive determiner {some), the general nonassertive
determiner {any) and the quantitative determiner {enough). Below are examples of central
determiners used in Standard English adapted from Greenbaum and Quirk (1990. pp. 7374):
The use of the articles in Standard English has already been previously discussed in
this chapter.
I saw a bird in the park.
The bird was yellow and blue.
The demonstratives this and that are used with noncount and singular count nouns.
while these and those are used with plural count nouns:
She likes this music, but I prefer that music.
This book is mine, but that book over there is Marc's.
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Those cars are better than these cars.
The possessives can be used with singular count, plural count and noncount nouns:
I like his car/his kids//i/.v music.
The vr/z-determiners can be used with singular count, plural count and noncount
nouns in the relative, indefinite relative or interrogative forms:
The girl whose vase you broke is here now.
Which books did you like best'?
Please call me back at 4:00. by which time I shall be home.
The negative determiner can also be used with singular count, plura! count and
noncount nouns:
They have no house/«e> kids/»o money.
The universal determiners, the nonassertive dual determiner, and the negative dual
determiner can only be used with singular count nouns:
She will talk to every/ each candidate separately.
No parking is allowed on either side of the street.
Parking is allowed on neither side of the street.
The general assertive determiner, the general nonassertive determiner, and the
quantitative determiner can only be used with plural count and noncount nouns:
I want some buns/some bread, please.
They don't have an v buns/any bread for dinner.
He has enough materials/ enough paper for the project.
Finally, postdeterminers are placed immediately after determiners and are divided
into two groups: ordinals {e.g.. first, last) and quantifiers (e.g.. two. a lot of. many).
Whenever ordinals and quantifiers can occur in the same NP. ordinals are placed before
quantifiers:
The first two sentences in this paragraph are beautiful.
His last few words were very rude.
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His other many talents include painting and acting.
Greenbaun and Quirk (1990) explain that the quantifiers few and little have some
differences worth mention ing:few can only occur with plural count nouns, while little
occurs with noncount nouns: when little and few foilow the indefinite article a. they acquire
a positive meaning, when a is not present in the NP. little and few have a negative meaning:
We read a few books this weekend, {i.e.. "several")
We rcixd few books this weekend, {i.e.. "hardly any")
He drank a little juice in the morning, {i.e.. "some")
He drank little juice in the morning, {i.e.. "hardly any")
The classifications and definitions of the usage of the determiners in English
proposed by Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) and Loberger and Welsh (2002) presented above
are very important for this current study because they serve as basis for the analysis of the
use of the determiners by the Japanese ESL students.
It is also important to state that the articles as well as the other determiners have
been analyzed in different ways through the years. The studies presented below also provide
essential information for this current study. According to Huebner (1983). the articles in
English basically describe noun phrase referentiality. He suggests that the obligatory,
optional, and ungrammatical classifications used in previous studies were not refined
enough to analyze article usage. He explains that noun phrase reference is described "in
terms of two binary features [+/- Information Assumed Known to the Hearer] ([+/- HK])
and [+/- Specific Referent] (['+/- SRl)"(p. 132). The two binary features bring about four
noun phrase contexts of article use in Standard English. In his study Huebner (1983) uses
the following four noun phrase contexts, which he based on Bickerton (19S 1). The examples
below are adapted from Butler (2002. pp. 478 - 479) and Thomas (19S9. p. 337):
I- Generics : [-Specific ReferentI. [+Assumed Known to the Hearer]
Noun Phrases (NP) that fall in this category can be marked with the. a(n). or 0.
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0 Flowers bloom in the garden.
The Japanese is an interesting people.
An apple a day keeps the doctor away.
2- Referential Definites: [+Specific Referent], [+Assumed Known to the Hearer|
These are NPs marked with the.
The Queen of England is very kind, (unique referent)
Please tell the woman to stand next to the little girl, (when the referents are
physically present)
1 saw a dog at the park. The dog barked at me. (previously mentioned referents)
She walked to his door and rang the bell, (assumed known referents)
3- Referential Indefinites: [+Specific Referent! »I- Assumed Known to the Hearer]
This category includes NPs marked with a(n) or 0.
I saw a little bov in the store, (first mention NP, assumed not known by the hearer)
He keeps sending 0 flowers to her.
4- Nonreferentials: i-Specific Referent). [-Assumed Known to the Hearer]
NPs in this category are marked with a(n) or 0.
Paul is an engineer.
He did not use a pen to sign the document. (NP in the negation scope)
Do you have a pen? (NP in the question scope)
I'd like to buy a car. (NP in irrealis mode)
0 Scientists should come up with the cure for AIDS.
In later studies (Thomas 1989 and Butler 2002), a fifth category that includes
idiomatic expressions (formulaic use) was added to Huebner\s NP context of article use:
5- Idiomatic Expressions
The NPs in this category can be marked with a(n). the or 0.
All of a sudden, she opened her bedroom door.
In the 1950*s. Rio de Janeiro was the capital of Brazil.
Mary said the test was difficult, but I thought it was a piece of 0 cake.
Master (1993). just HkeGreenbaum and Quirk (1990). assumes that the articles
belong to a class of grammatical items called determiners. According to Master, there are
two obligatory elements in the composition of a noun phrase (NP): the noun itself and a
determiner. He explains that a noun cannot occur alone in an English sentence. It must
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have a deierminer preceding it. 2 Therefore, every noun requires a determiner in English,
and for that reason, determiners are words that occur constantly in this language. In his
study, Master, just like Greenbaum and Quirk (1990), claims that due to co-occurrence
restrictions, the determiners arc placed into three different groups: predeterminers, central
determiners, and postdetcrminers. He explains that central determiners are the most
important ones since they form the largest group of determiners; the formation of any NP
requires at least one central determiner; and only one central determiner can be present in
an NP at a time (i.e.. they are mutually exclusive). Master adds that predeterminers and
postdeterminers "...are not obligatory and are not mutually exclusive with the articles" (p.
3). Table 2-2 displays the three groups of determiners as indicated in Master (1993).
Table 2-2
English Determiners

as in Master

(1993)

Predeterminers

Central Determiners

Postdeterminers

Quantifiers (e.g., all)

Articles (a/an, the. 0)

Cardinal Numerals (e.g.,
two)

Multipliers (e.g.. both, twice.
double)

Demonstratives (e.g.. this)

Ordinal Numerals (e.g.,
second)

Fractions (e.g.. half, onethird)

Possessives (e.g.. my. John 's)

General Ordinals (e.g.,
next)

Intensifies (e.g.. what,
such)

Assertive/Nonassertive (e.g..
som e)

Quantifiers (e.g.. m a n y ,
few. several, little)

Negative (e.g., no)
Universal (e.g., each)
Non assertive Dual (e.g.,
either)
Negative Dual (e.g., neither)
Wh-determiners (e.g.. which)

- It is important to state that in sentences such as "Whales are interesting animals": the 0
determiner precedes the noun whales in the NP.
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Master (1993) and Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) present the same main
classifications for the determiners in English: predeterminer, central determiner, and
postdeterminer. However, when they place these determiners into their subcategories, some
differences in the two classification systems are noticed. Master describes four subgroups of
predeterminers and postdeterminers, while Greenbaum and Quirk only depict two.
Greenbaum and Quirk add the subgroup quantitative determiner to the central determiner
category. These differences will be explained further in Chapter 4, when the analyses and
results of this current study are discussed. It is important to state that understanding
Master's and Greenbaum and Quirk's classification systems of the English determiners is
essential, since they will be the foundation for one of the analyses of the determiners used
by the Japanese ESL students in this current study.
Acquisition of the English Articles by L2 Learners
The analyses presented above con firm that the determiner system in English is quite
complex. This complexity is even more evident when considering how the system is used by
L2 learners of English. Several studies regarding the acquisition of the English articles by L2
learners have been conducted. Some of these studies are reviewed below.
As mentioned earlier, the articles are among the smallest and most frequent words
used in Standard English. The use of the English articles, however, poses a number of
challenges for English learners (Yamada &Matsuura, 1982). Master (1997) explained that
errors associated with article use do not lead to miscomprehension, and for that reason ESL
students may believe they have already learned the complex system, when most of the time
they have not. Master suggested that when these students are required to com pose at the
academic level, however, article errors may indicate poor language control, which may
result in a lower grade. Even though many educators do understand the importance of
helping their students learn the article system, they are faced with the everyday challenges
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of the task. Master (1987), as cited by Master (1997), claimed that the manner in which the
English articles are acquired depends on whether or not an article system is present in the
learner's first language. His study revealed that [-Art] speakers, such as Japanese speakers,
are approximately one level of acquisition behind when compared with 1+ArtJ speakers, e.g.
Spanish speakers. Master concluded that [-Art] speakers will eventually acquire the article
system, but it will take longer for them to do so than RArt] speakers. Since the present
study focuses on the use of the English articles as well as other determiners by Japanese
learners, a closer examination of the literature in this specific area is warranted.
English Article Acquisition by Japanese Students
As just noted, the Japanese language does not contain an article system (Takahashi,
1997; Yamada &Matsuura, 1982; Butler. 2002 and Master, 1997). Yamada and Matsuura
(1982) claimed that the difficulty Japanese students have in using the English articles is
attributed to two factors: "the absence of an article system in Japanese and the complexity
of the English article system, which is specified in terms of three semantic notions not
explicitly expressed in Japanese: specific/nonspecific, countable/uncountable, and
singular/plural with respect to the nouns [noun phrases] co-occurring with given articles"
(p. 50). Although several studies have been conducted on the acquisition of the English
article system, Takahashi (1997) suggested that there is still much to be investigated in this
area in order to resolve the issues pertaining to the difficulties faced by Japanese as well as
other ESL learners when using the English article system. In order to understand the
challenges faced by [-Art] speakers in L2 acquisition, a review of literature on English article
acquisition by native speakers of Japanese ([-Art]) is presented below.
Yamada and Matsuura (1982) examined the use of the English articles among 70
Japanese students of English as a Foreign Language (EFL). The students were placed into
two groups. Group 1 consisted of 35 intermediate level students, and Group 2 comprised 35
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advanced level students of English. AI! of their subjects had formal English instruction, and
none of them had ever traveled to an English-speaking country. In order to assess the
subjects'knowledge of the English articles, Yamada and Matsuura used a cloze-type test.
The same cloze test was given twice to the students in a classroom situation with a week
interval between the two test sessions. This was done in an attempt to test the stability of
the answers given by the Japanese students. When the responses were the same in the two
test sessions, they were considered stable. Different responses for the same items in the
cloze test were considered unstable. The responses marked Stable-Correct (S-C) meant that
the students had 'acquired'the articles, and the responses marked Stable-Incorrect (S-I)
meant that the student had fossilized the wrong answers.
In addition to the two test sessions, a questionnaire was also given to the students.
The researchers wanted to find out how many of the responses that the students had given
in the first test they actually remembered. Sixty percent of Group 1 and sixty-three percent
of Group 2 reported that they remembered less than forty percent of their responses, while
only fourteen and sixteen percent of Group 1 and Group 2 participants declared they
remembered more than sixty percent of their responses. Based on this result, the
researchers concluded that the effects of the first test responses on the second ones were not
relevant.
The level of difficulty

3

for the, a(n). and 0 combined (based on the S-C responses

analyzed) was approximately seventy percent even for the advanced group. The analysis of

3

While Yamada and Matsuura described these results as representing an order of "difficulty,"

earlier work in L2 morpheme acquisition studies distinguished between three types of order: accuracy,
acquisition, and difficulty. Hatch (1978) provided a definition for the term "accuracy order". She stated
that:
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the types of S-I responses indicated that the most occurring type of incorrect responses was
the use of the instead of 0; followed by the use of the instead of a/an among the two groups.
Yamada and Matsuura named this strategy overspecification. They explained that this
strategy should not be considered completely wrong "because even a competent speaker of
English may overspecify certain nouns by intentionally visualizing the situation in the text,
or by presupposing that both the writer and the reader already know the nouns referred to
in the text" (p. 59). Contrarily, the underspecification types of incorrect responses (the use
ofa/an instead of the, and the use of 0 instead of the) were infrequent. The general order of
difficulty from the easiest to the most difficult was: (1) the, (2) a(n), (3) 0 for Group I
intermediate students and (1) the, (2) 0, (3) a(n) for the Group 2 advanced students.
Yamada and Matsuura explained that there is a possibility that the high accuracy level of the
definite article was caused partially by the overspecification strategy. The results of the
analysis of the articles in the Yamada and Matsuura study provide suggestive information
for this current study regarding the level of articles accuracy.
In another study by Takahashi( 1997), two hypotheses were examined: if the
presence of a modifier after a head noun would make Japanese learners of EFL choose the
even if the referent is not unique in the situation relevant to the speaker and the hearer; and
if the article selection in formulaic language (e.g., Where's the X?, the first X) is more

I have chosen to use the term "accuracy order" as I feel it is a more precise description of
what morpheme studies reveal than the terms previously employed, i.e.. "acquisition order"
(Dulay and Burt) and "difficulty order" (Baley. Madden and Krashen). What we are measuring in
a cross-sectional study is the percentage of times a subject accurately supplies a morpheme form
in an obligatory context (p. 379).
In the current study. I will refer to levels of "accuracy" instead of "difficulty."
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accurate than in rule-governed language use. Ninety-nine Japanese EFL college students
were the participants in the study. A multiple choice cloze test and a multiple choice article
insertion test were given to the participants. The researcher regarded the top 30
participants in the cloze test as high English proficiency learners and the bottom 30 as low
English proficiency learners. In the article insertion test, the subjects were to complete the
sentences by circling either the. a(n). or X (when neither the first two options were
necessary). The results showed that the participants" answers were more accurate when the
was required by noun phrases modified by a prepositional phrase or a relative clause than
when it was not. In general, the students tended to use the before modified NPs regardless
of whether or not the referent was unique in the situation. Thus. Takahashi suggested that
learners "may benefit from being explicitly taught that the cannot be used when the referent
is not unique in the situation relevant to the speaker and the hearer" (p. 104). In addition,
the results revealed that the students were more accurate when using the in formulaic
language (common use) than in rule-governed language (non-common use). Takahashi.
however, suggested that the native speaker's competence includes not only the ability to rely
on memorized expressions, but also the ability to make the right choices regarding the use
of the articles, whether or not the NP contains a commonly used expression. Therefore, he
proposed that Japanese students should be taught the situations in which the can occur.
In another study. Yoon (1993) explored the perceptions of noun countability by both
native speakers of English and Japanese students of ESL in order to address the difficulty of
article acquisition. Twenty-seven Japanese graduate students at three different American
institutions of higher education and 31 native speakers of English in the ESL teacher
training program of an American college served as subjects for the study. Two essay-texts
written by native English speakers were used. A two-part test was given to the subjects. For
the first part of the test, both the native English speakers and the Japanese students had to
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determine whether a list of S7 nouns taken out from the essay-texts were countable or
uncountable, without a given context. The objective of this task was to determine whether or
not the native speakers and the Japanese students had the same perceptions regarding the
countability of the given English nouns. For the second part of the test, the researcher
extracted all instances of the. a(n). and 0 from the original essay-texts, and the participants
were asked to fill in the blanks with the appropriate article. This task was devised to
determine how much influence the subjects" previous decisions on countability had in their
article choices in the given essay situations. Even though the subjects were asked to fill in
the blanks of the essay-text with the. a(n). and 0 . for the purpose of the study, only
instances of obligatory a(n) were analyzed.
The results of the first part of the test showed that speakers of the same language
may perceive nouns differently when it comes to countability. that both the native speakers
and the non-native speakers had a greater perception of countability of nouns rather than
non-countability. and that there were certain types of nouns that were considered countable
by native speakers, but were judged as uncountable by the Japanese students and vice-versa
(e.g.. assortment was considered countable by the native speakers and uncountable by the
non-native speakers: end was considered uncountable by the native speakers and countable
by the non-native speakers).
The second part of the test revealed that the Japanese students had an overall low
percentage of use of a(n) in obligatory contexts, and that there is a possible connection
between the indefinite article a(n) supplied by the Japanese participants in the cloze test
and their previous choices of countability of a given noun. Yoon concluded that whenever
the students considered the noun to be countable, a/an was used in context, and when they
considered the noun to be uncountable. 0 was used. She argued that "it is the initial "noncountability" intuitive judgment which took precedent over meaning in context" (p. 283). In
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addition, she explained that if noun countabillity is determined according to the context,
then the context must be considered. Yoon also indicated that Japanese students have
problems understanding how native speakers of English use context to select the right
article, for example, the difference between "My sister had _ great beauty in her youth, and
My sister was _ beauty in her youth" (p. 2S4). She suggested that noun countability
presentations in grammar books should be viewed carefully.
Butler (2002) examined the kinds of metalinguistic knowledge employed by L2
learners in selecting the English articles. Her subjects were SO Japanese learners of English
and 20 native English speakers serving as the control group. The SO Japanese students were
placed into four different groups based on their English language proficiency. Her method
consisted of three tasks: a questionnaire with questions about her subjects" English language
education, a fill-in-the-article test (cloze test), and an interview.
Once the students completed the ftll-in-the-article test, they were asked to provide
the researcher with the reasons for their article choices. As Butler expected, the fill-in-thearticle test revealed that the more proficient the participants were, the more accurate their
article choices. In her analysis of the reasons for article choice. Butler noted that the higher
proficiency students demonstrated more specific reasons for their article choices than did
the lower proficiency students. In addition, the number of instances in which the students
from both groups did not express any explanation for their choices was low. indicating that
the Japanese students were in part able to express their metalinguistic knowledge.
She also observed that the highest percentages of errors were caused by referentiality
problems. These problems were subcategorized into two groups: (1) misdetection of
referentiality (when the learners were not able to identify at least one of the referentiality
features. SR and HK): and (2) when students were not able to indentify referentiality
altogether. Referentiality detection and misdetection of noun countability were considered
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great problems for both groups, and they prevented the students from selecting the articles
correctly. She observed a greater number of problems with the [+/- SR] feature with the
lower proficient groups than with the advanced group of students. However, she found that
problems with the [+/-HK] feature remained an issue for both the lower and the higher
proficient groups. The data gathered from the interview showed that depending on their
level of proficiency, the students employed different hypotheses to use the article system.
For example, the context-insensitivity hypothesis was noticed in low proficient students: the
hypothesis that shows sensitivity to the wrong contexts was noticed in students with lower
to mid level proficiency: and the hypothesis that shows sensitivity to a range of relevant
contexts was noticed in high proficient learners. Butler used Huebner's four NP
environments for article use. but. as did Thomas (1989). added a fifth type for idiomatic
expressions and conventional uses in her classification system. This is relevant because the
results of the Takahashi (1997) study showed that the participants* use of the articles was
more accurate in formulaic language (common language use) than in non-common
language use. The analysis of the accuracy of the use of idiomatic expressions is important,
and it seems appropriate for this current study since it comprises common language use
(e.g.. in the 1970*s. all of a sudden) that students may be more familiar with, and therefore
more inclined to use accurately in their writings.
The studies on article acquisition by Japanese students mentioned above (Butler.
2002: Yamada &Matsuura. 1982: Takahashi. 1997: and Yoon. 1993) were conducted in an
attempt to understand and clarify some of the many difficulties Japanese students have
when using the English article system. Table 2-3 displays a summary of the studies on
article acquisition by Japanese students described above. All of these studies were based on
data collected from cloze tests, in which the subjects are required to fill in the blanks with
articles into a written text.
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Table 2-3
Studies on Article Acquisition

by Japanese

Studv

Articles examined

Yamada and

-the.a(n), and 0
-accuracy level
-difficulty order of
article acquisition

Matsuura(19S2)

Students

Yoon(1993)

-perceptions of
countability and
non-countability
affecting article
choice

Takahashi(1997)

-selection of the
influenced by the
presence of modifier

Tasks

Results

-cloze test
-repeat cloze test
-questionnaire
-2 different
proficiency groups

-accuracy level of
the.a(n). and 0
around 70%
-difficulty order from
the easiest to the
most difficult: (1)
the.(2) a(n). (3) 0 for
intermediate group
and (l)the.(2) 0 . ( 3 )
a(n) for advanced
group
-same language
-2 part-test: noun
speakers perceive
countability without
context and cloze test countability
differently
-reversed
countability
perception between
LI and L2 speakers
-low % of use of af/i,)
in obligatory
contexts by J apanese
-correlation between
the use of a(n) in the
cloze tests and
previous noun
countability
selections
-cloze test
-multiple choice
article insertion test

-answers more
accurate when NP
modified by a
relative clause
required the than
when it required a(n)
-the more accurate
in frequently used
sentences
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Study

Articles examined

Butler (2002)

-metalinguistic
knowledge of L2
learners for article
use
-L2 learners*
understanding of
[+/-SR].[+/^HK1.
countability
- differences in
learners"
metalinguistic
knowledge of article
choice

Tasks
-questionnaire
-close test
- interview

Results
-the more proficient
the participants, the
more accurate article
choices.
-lower proficiency
students have more
problems with the
[+/-SR]
-problems with [+/HK'| found among all
groups of Japanese
students,
-different learner
hypotheses are used
to comprehend the
English article
system.

Thomas (1989). however, claimed that "there are pitfalls inherent to the
interpretation of cloze tests, and. in any case, data gathered in this way give an inadequate
view of how learners actually use articles" (p. 339). Therefore, it is necessary to examine the
acquisition of article usage in other types of tasks.
Tarone (1985) andTaroneand Parrish (1988) analyzed the accuracy of second
language learners'production of the English articles when asked to perform different tasks.
Tarone (1985). as cited in Tarone and Parrish (I9SS). found that the accuracy with which
the articles were used varied depending on the task performed. She also reported that the
changes in accuracy of article use were very significant. Tarone. however, was not able to
determine the actual causes of this variability in this study. Tarone and Parrish (198S)
performed a more refined analysis of the Tarone (1985) data, which emphasized the
function of the articles and the distribution of the NP Types proposed by Huebner (1983)
according to the different tasks proposed. The researchers were concerned with whether or
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not a specific task would favor the use of a particular NP type. The three tasks performed by
the students were (1) a grammar test. (2) an oral interview, and (3) an oral narration task.
The results indicated that the number of instances of Types 2 ([+SR|. [+HK]) and 3 (l+SRl.
f-HKl) of Huebner's NP category in the grammar test were small in comparison with the
interview and the narrative tasks. In addition, these NP types in the grammar test were
provided by the researcher and not by the learners. In both the oral interview and the oral
narration task, the most frequently elicited NP Type was Type 2 (|+SR|. |+HK|).Type 3
([+SR1. [-HK]) was elicited at a similar percentage in the oral tasks. However. Tarone and
Parrish found that the two production tasks did elicit different amount of NP Types. Types 1
(l-SR.+HKj). 2 (t+SR|. [+HK]). and 4 ([-SR|. I-HK]) were produced at very different rates
between the oral tasks. Tarone and Parrish concluded that the pattern of accuracy in article
use varied with task and NP type. Furthermore, their analysis showed that accuracy on the
grammar test was by far the lowest when compared with the interview and narrative tasks
and that the measures used in Tarone (19S5) showed that this difference was highly
significant statistically. Therefore, the researchers found that the natural production tasks
(interviews and oral narration) generated a lower number of errors when compared with the
cloze test. They attributed the higher accuracy of the articles in the production tasks to the
general influence of communicative pressure. In other words, Tarone and Parrish suggested
that in order for the speaker (in the narrative task) to convey the message effectively, he or
she must use certain types of NP correctly, so that the listener can follow the events and the
referents used in the story, and this was reflected in higher accuracy for the narrative task
(90%) than for the interview (82.6%). In addition to that. Tarone and Parrish explained that
since production type tasks elicit more cohesive discourse, in the Tarone (19S5) study, the
use of some grammatical items, such as the articles, tended to become more accurate as the
task progressed.
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In another study. Mizuno (1985). the development of the interlanguage process in
Japanese students of English in acquisition-poor environments (i.e.. in an EFL classroom
setting) is analyzed. First. Mizuno performed a preliminary study in which he asked 100
English students and teachers in Japan questions based on their knowledge of the use of the
articles. He found that both the students and the teachers had limited knowledge of the use
of the and a(n). that they did not understand the principle of the use of 0. and that they had
problems differentiating the use of the a(«)-form from the the-form. He explained that his
subjects had no experience living in an English-speaking country and that all of them had
taken English lessons in Japan for a few years. Later, based on the results of the
preliminary study. Mizuno decided to investigate how the interlanguage is developed in
Japanese English as Foreign Language (EFL) learners in such acquisition -poor
environments.
The subjects were 353 Japanese students who were placed into nine different groups
depending on their English proficiency level. The study was designed to find what types of
errors Japanese EFL learners commit while acquiring the English articles, when the
appearance and disappearance of these errors occur in the students* interlanguage. and why
these errors occur in Japanese EFL students in acquisition-poor environments. The
students were given an error-correction test, a word arrangement test, and a multiple choice
cloze test. In addition to the objective tests. Mizuno used a twenty-minute English essay
test as a productive test to enhance the validity and reliability of the tests employed in his
study. He stated that "it I the essay test) required the learner not merely to use the language
in the normal contextual sequences, but also to relate extralinguistic context to sequences of
elements in English*' (p. 16). The results from the objective tests showed that Japanese adult
EFL learners make five distinct types of errors when using the English article system. Word
order, in which the order of the articles and the adjectives that follow them are inverted
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(e.g.,*This is new a car.) and co-occurrence, in which the articles and other determiners arc
juxtaposed (e.g..* A this pencil is on the floor.) are types produced at elementary stages. The
errors that keep occurring in the interlanguage process are underextension. in which the
articles are omitted (e.g.. *They are 0 parents of this little gir!.). overextension, in which
a/an or the are used instead of 0 (e.g..* after the dinner. % beautiful houses) and
substitution, in which the is used instead of a/an or vice versa (e.g..* a best student). The
data obtained from the productive test (essay test) confirmed the results of the objective
tests except for the fact that errors of underextension were more evident in the data
collected from the essay tests; whereas errors of overextension were more evident in the
data collected from objective tests.
Mizuno concluded that "the contrasting results of the judgmental and productive
tests offer us important insight into the interlanguage strategies of the learner, but they may
also be related to the differences in the conditions imposed on the subjects by the distinct
nature of the two typesoftest**(p.21). In addition, he suggested that in linguistic activities
(e.g.. essay writing) students tend to focus on what they are trying to express and for that
reason, they seem to monitor the use of the articles less, as opposed to the situation
observed in objective tests (grammar tests). These findings differ from the ones obtained in
theTaroneand Parrish (19S8) study, in which they suggested that the use of the articles was
more accurate as the students* natural production task became more cohesive.
In addition to studies with explicit article elicitation. there have been other studies
on the acquisition of English articles by L2 learners based on natural language production.
For example. Huebner( 1983) described a longitudinal study of a young adult Hmongand
Lao speaker acquiring English in a natural setting without formal instruction. Huebner
analyzed seventeen one-hour tapes collected every three weeks over a period of one year. In
his subject's speech, the article the was pronounced da. Therefore. Huebner refers to the as
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da throughout his book. For the analysis of the article da, nine tapes were examined. He
classified all noun phrases according to the NP context of article use previously described in
this chapter. The results showed that at first the participant overused and overgcneralized
da with all nouns, which Huebner called r/ie-flooding. A decrease in the amount of da
flooding was later on noticed in [-SR. -HK| cases and gradually the participant was able to
use da with |+SR, +HK| and [-SR. +HK] cases almost exclusively. These findings supported
Huebner's claim that his subject might at first relate the use of da with the f+HK| feature.
For the purpose of his study. Huebner eliminated certain cases from his analysis such as
proper nouns, reformulations, repetitions, idioms, and everyday expressions (e.g., "eat
dinner", "in the morning", etc.). Also eliminated from the analysis were possessives (e.g..
"my brother") and second subsequent noun phrases in a series (e.g.. "the man and the
women"). Huebner described a thorough analysis of the acquisition of the article da by his
adult Hmong speaker. However, Thomas (1989) suggested that "Huebner's interest lies less
in tracing the development of the native-speaker system of article usage than in depicting
the systematicity inherent in his subject's interlanguage. This makes his results difficult to
compare with more conventional work" (p. 340).
In her study. Thorn as (1989) investigated the differences and similarities of LI and
L2 patterns of article acquisition. Her subjects were 30 adult L2 learners placed in low.
intermediate, and high ESL classes. Later on the participants were grouped according to
whether or not their native language contained an article system. The group whose native
language includes articles was classified as the [+Art| group, and the one whose language
lacks an article system was named |-Art| group. Thomas used a paired story-telling activity
in which a subject composed and narrated a story based on photographs to another subject.
One participant played the role of the speaker, and the other played the role of the listener.
The participants were seated back to back so that the listener could not see the pictures that
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were being described by the speaker. After a set of four pictures were described, the paired
participants switched roles. Thomas taped the paired story-telling sessions, which lasted
about 15-20 minutes. Then she analyzed the transcriptions of the tapes and recorded the
occurrences of the, a(n), and 0 in each article context for each one of her participants.
Thomas found that unlike LI learners. ESL learners did not demonstrate an early and
accurate use of a(n) in the [-SK.-HK] contexts and the in the [+SR, +HK] contexts.
Overgeneralization of 0 in the and a(n) contexts was the most common type of error
committed by the L2 learners at all proficiency levels. Thomas explained that in LI
acquisition, this type of error only occurs in I.-SR] situations, and in the early phases of
acquisition. She believes that since the [-Art] group had a higher overproduction of 0 than
the I+Art] group, this difference between LI and L2 acquisition of the articles may be caused
by LI transfer. One similarity found between LI and L2 learners is that while the is
overgeneralized in the [+SR,-HK] first-mention situations, this overgeneralization almost
never occurs in the [-SR,-HKI situations. Unlike Huebner's study, Thomas' data did not
show any signs of the-flooding in all NP contexts. In her study, Thomas added idiomatic
expressions to Huebner's NP contexts, as did Butler (2002). Thomas concluded that
throughout the acquisition of the articles in English, L! and L2 learners tend to
overgeneralize the in first-mention situations because they relate the with [+SR[.
Another study by Hakuta (1976). investigated the order of acquisition of grammatical
morphemes in the interlanguage of an ESL child. It depicted a 60-week longitudinal study
of a 5-year-old Japanese girl acquiring English in a natural environment. Every two weeks,
the subject's spontaneous speech was recorded while she was playing with her friends. The
two-hour tapes were transcribed on the same day of the recordings. The order of acquisition
of the grammatical morphemes was (1) present progressive. (2) didn 't. (3) 3r<1 person
singular. (4) in. (5) to. (6) past progressive auxiliary was. (7) on. (8) did - interrogative. (9)
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doesn *r, (10) possessive. (11) copula, (12) auxiliary, (13) articles, (14) 3 rd person regular, (15)
past irregular, (16) past regular, and (17) plural. Hakuta's analysis of the articles included
the and a(n) only. He does not analyze the 0 article. The results of the analysis of the and
a(n) demonstrated that these articles are acquired as a system, according to the subject's
scores for presence of the articles in obligatory contexts (90%). The articles were acquired
late even though they appeared in the subject's speech frequently. Hakuta concluded that:
"Clearly, salience of articles in English played a role, and articles appeared in her speech
quite early, but without the proper discrimination necessary for full control" (p. 341). He
argued that because the articles are absent in Japanese, his subject did not demonstrate full
control of the semantics of these morphemes until much later.
Table 2-4 beiow displays a summary of the studies on the acquisition of English
articles by L2 learners based on natural language production:
Table 2-4
Studies on the Acquisition of the Articles by L2 Learners Based on Natural Production
Study

Articles examined

Tasks

Results

Hakuta (1976)

- order of acquisition
of grammatical
morphemes in the
interlanguageofa
child learningESL
-a/an. the
-developmental
stages of the article
system in an adult's
interlanguage

-recordings of
spontaneous speech
-repeated every 2
weeks for 60 weeks

-a(n) and the
acquired late due to
absence of articles in
Japanese

-recordings of
subject's speech
-repeated every 3
weeks for 54 weeks
-analysis based on
Bickerton's types of
NP Reference.

-overuse and
overgeneralization
the (//ze-flooding).
- later amount of theflooding decreased
and subject used the
with [+SR.+HK]and
[-SR.+HK1 cases

Huebner(1983)
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Study

Articles examined

Tasks

Mizuno(19S5)

-types of errors made
by J apanese students
while acquiring the
articles in English

-3 objective tests: an
error-correction test,
a word arrangement
test, and a multiple
choice cloze test
- a productive test
(essay writing)

Tarone and Parrish
(1988)

Thomas (1989)

Results

-errors from
objective tests: word
order and cooccurrence at
elementary stages,
-errors that
persisted in the
interlanguage
process:
underextension,
overextension and
substitution,
-production test
confirmed the
results, but errors of
underextension
more evident in the
essay tests
-errors of
overextension more
evident in the
objective tests
- NP Types elicited
- grammar test (cloze -natural production
across different tasks test)
tasks had lower
- oral interview with
number of errors
native speaker of
than cloze test
-article accuracy
English
-oral narration task. varied depending on
the NP type and task
- similarities and
-ESL students did
-paired story-telling
differences between
not show early and
activity
LI and L2 patterns of
accurate use of a(n)
article acquisition
in the [-SK.-HKJ
cases and the in the
[+SR.+HK] cases.
-overgeneralization
of 0\n the and a(n)
contexts.
-f-Artl group higher
overproduction of 0
than f+Art| group
-no r/ze-floodins
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The studies based on data collected from natural production mentioned above seem
to show how important it is to use natural production methods to assess the L2 learners' use
of the English article system. Thomas'claim that cloze tests may provide an imperfect view
of how learners use the articles is tested in Tarone and Parrish (1988) and Mizuno (1985).
While Tarone and Parrish found that natural production tasks produce a lower number of
errors related to article use than cloze type tests. Mizuno suggested that although the
difference in results of objective and productive tests provide relevant information
regarding the interlanguage process of the learner, these differences may also be linked to
the different conditions that are forced upon the learners by these two distinct types of tests.
Tarone and Parrish also argued that learners respond differently according to different tasks
proposed to them. They attribute the difference in the article accuracy found in their study
to the different communicative demands produced by the grammar test and the natural
production tasks. Since the results related to accuracy of the articles seem to be inconclusive
and since natural production tasks seem to provide a more complete perspective of article
use by ESL learners, it would be informative to examine the use of the articles in natural
production tasks, such as dialogue journals.
A Brief History of Dialogue Journals
Adialogue journal is a regular informal conversation between a student and a
teacher. This communication may occur on a daily or weekly basis, over a semester, an
entire school year or the duration of a course. During the dialogue journal process students
are supposed to write as much as they want, whereas the role of the teacher is to write back
regularly, always replying to the questions and comments made by the students. The teacher
also introduces new topics and asks questions in order to keep the written conversation
flowing (Peyton. 1997).
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Staton (1988) reported on how the dialogue journal practice started. She suggested
that the practice of interacting through written conversation may be connected to the
beginning of writing itself. She explained that family members, co-workers, and students
have been passing notes among themselves for generations. Moreover, for many years
reports of the use of notebooks for interactive written conversations with students in the
classroom for communication purposes have been noticed. However. Staton pointed out
that it was only in 1979 that the first study on natural communication through written
dialogues began in the classroom of Leslee Reed, a sixth-grade teacher in Los Angeles.
California. In the mid 1960's. Reed gave her sixth-grade students the task of writing to her
directly every day. She responded to the students" writings every night. Reed realized that
the success of the practice was the fact that she and her students kept the conversations
private: therefore, she thought it was important to keep this practice quiet. Fifteen years
later. Staton found out about Reed's successful classroom writing practice through a friend
whose son was in Reed's class. Throughout the spring of 1979 Staton and Reed discussed the
use of her written interaction method to help students write more functionally, aid in
problem-solving and motivate personal growth. They were able to outline the differences
between the traditional personal journal writing, in which the practice consists of a private
"one way" written communication and the interactive written conversations that Reed used
as a teaching strategy in her class. They eventually named the interactive written
conversations dialogue journals.
Peyton (1986) reported that, years later. Mrs. Reed started teaching at a school in
which 90% of the student population consisted of non-native English speakers. The
dialogue journal practice became an important part in her teaching of a sixth-grade class
comprised of 26 students from 12 different countries and 10 different language
backgrounds. Through the dialogue journals Mrs. Reed was able to obtain important
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information about her students, as well as a way to help them adjust to the new culture. It
also facilitated individualized instruction in a classroom with students from different
cultures and languages and at different levels of English proficiency. Through the journals.
Reed was able to interact with her students at their level of proficiency. In addition, the
journals helped promote ESL language acquisition and improved the students" writing
abilities through the modeling of language structures in written English (Peyton 19S6).
Benefits of Dialogue Journals
Dialogue journals give teachers the opportunity to expand "contact time with
students getting to know them in a way that may not be possible otherwise." (Peyton. 1997
p. 46). The journals allow teachers to exchange ideas with the students about their personal
interests, their mother language and culture, as well as problems adapting to the new
culture. The continual feedback provided by the entries of the dialogue journals allows the
teacher to have a glimpse of what students understand in class, as well as their language
learning process. In addition to that, through the journals, the teacher obtains valuable
information that can lead to personal individualized instruction based on the students'
needs.
The focus of dialogue journals is basically on meaning and not on form. Even though
the teacher's entries may be somewhat above the proficiency level of the students, the input
given to them through the journals is comprehensible because it is based on real topics and
issues that the students are interested in. The teacher models the correct forms and
structures of the language providing the students with great exposure to the styles of a
proficient English writer. As they keep writing and reading the teacher's entries, students
begin to build up more confidence in their own writing skills (Peyton. 1997).
Staton (1987) summarized some of the major benefits of the use of dialogue
journaling in the classroom: it creates opportunities for the students to naturally use the
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recent acquired language skills: it provides the students with opportunities to naturally and
purposefully engage in different kinds of writing: it allows the teacher and the student to
discuss academic and personal issues on a one-to one basis, and it lets the students reflect
upon their experiences and think about concerns, ideas, and choices they are faced with
every day.
The studies mentioned above described how the practice of writing journals emerged
to aid and support the writing process, as well as some of the benefits provided by this
learning strategy in the classroom. In addition to the studies described above, research on
using dialogue journals with ESL learners has also been conducted.
Studies on Dialogue Journals with ESL Students
Lamb and Best (1990) suggested that through the use of whole language methods
(e.g.. brainstorming with semantic maps, spontaneous conversations, writing folders, and
dialogue journals) an ESL teacher is able to integrate natural language situations to promote
L2 acquisition. They argued that effective ESL instruction should give emphasis to activities
that are meaning-based, that focus on natural situations, and that are based on the students'
previous experiences. One of the techniques they believe provides ESL students with natural
language acquisition that is meaningful to them is the dialogue journal practice.
Astudy by Holmes and Moulton (1997) described the perspectives of L2 university
students on dialogue journal use as a learning strategy. Six students in an intermediate ESL
composition class were selected for the study. These students' weekly journals and four indepth interviews served as data for the study. The researchers found three patterns
concerning students* perspectives about dialogue journals: interpersonal perspectives,
intrapersonal perspectives, and developmental perspectives. Two subgroups in the
developmental perspective became apparent: writing fluency and motivation to write.
Holmes and Moulton explained that the students" perspective in their study validated
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Vygotsky's (197S) claim that students imitate the instructor's language until they take in the
structural forms and are able to lead themselves (learning through modeling of a more
proficient speaker). The students in this study were able to write fluently and
communicatively: however, the researchers pointed out that their writings were not
necessarily error-free.
Other studies have revealed that the use of dialogue journals in the ESL classroom
promotes and improves language proficiency and natural language acquisition. For
example, Dooley (1987) explored the instructional daily practice of dialogue journals in a
class of Native American students living on an Indian reservation in Michigan over a period
of 5 months. The subjects were 10 third-grade Native American students. They were second
generation speakers of English. Most members of the tribe speak English: however, they
used a dialect that resembled their native language and generally showed non-standard
grammar and syntax. Students were asked to write a daily entry of at least 3 lines. The
written conversations were confidential, and the journals were not graded. A month after
the researcher began the journal practice: she presented the students with a two-part
spelling teaching method. In the first part, the students were to circle the words they were
not sure how to spell. The teacher helped them with the correct spelling of those words on
the same day of the entry or in the written response. In the second part of the method,
whenever the teacher noticed a word spelled incorrectly, she would make a note about it in
the margin. The students were to correct the mistake and write the word in the"Word Bank'
section of their notebooks. The teacher used the same correction technique for punctuation
and capitalization errors. In addition to dialogue joumaling. the teacher used a method
called "controlled writing" in which the teacher dictates sentences for the students to write.
These sentences often included words the students related to such as spelling words,
vocabulary words, or words from their past experiences. After the students wrote the
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sentences in their notebooks, the teacher wrote them on the board so that the students
could compare them with their own. The results demonstrated that sentence structure,
punctuation, and grammar were improved in most cases. In addition, an improvement in
the length of sentences and paragraphs was also noted.
An analysis of the acquisition of English morphology in the language used in
dialogue journals of beginning ESL students is described in Peyton (1986). She suggested
that dialogue journals provide relevant conditions for second language writing acquisition
based on the fact that students, even at the early stages of acquisition, can produce some
kind of written communication in the journal. In addition, more advanced students are able
to write freely about topics that are relevant to them and receive responses that are
informative and appropriate for their proficiency level. Moreover, according to Peyton, the
journals have characteristics that resemble interaction between "a child learning a first
language and a caregiver and between second language learners and native speakers of that
language in informal context" (p. 4). Thus. Peyton argued that the dialogue journal practice
can provide a beneficial environment for L2 writing acquisition in a context that resembles
natural oral interaction.
However, important questions regarding this matter are raised: Is there evidence of
language acquisition of beginning ESL learners over time? What are the acquisition patterns
of dialogue journaling? Are acquisition patterns in dialogue journals specific to one student
or are these patterns common among students'? Even though grammatical morphology
represents only a small part of language acquisition. Peyton decided to focus this study on
the acquisition of six verb-related morphemes (regular past, irregular past, progressive ing. progressive - be., copula - be., and third person singular- present tense) and four noun
related morphemes (regular plural, possessive - "s. definite article the and indefinite article
a) in the dialogue journals. The morphemes mentioned above were chosen because as
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Peyton read the journals, she noticed they stood out as part of the students" developing
language competence. The participants in this study were from two sixth-grade classes of
ESL learners. The teacher was Leslee Reed. who. as mentioned before in this literature
review, started the practice of communication through written dialogues.
Five students from Reed"s two different classes were selected for the study
throughout the 1980-S 1 and 19S 1-82 school years (two periods of 10 months). These
students were selected because they were beginning ESL students. Their native languages
were Burmese. Italian and Korean. One of them, however, had moved from Korea to Brazil
when he was five years old and lived in Brazil for seven years before moving to the United
States. Therefore, the participants in this study were five students from four different
language backgrounds: two Koreans, one Burmese, one Italian and one Korean with
Portuguese as a second language.
First. Peyton divided the 10 months into sample periods (fall, winter and spring),
with each sample period consisting of 20 interactions. For each sample she analyzed the
occurrence of the six verb-related morphemes and four noun -related morphemes in the
journals written by the students. For each morpheme supplied in the context, a score of I
point was given. If the morpheme was not supplied, a score of zero was given. The total
number of morphemes supplied was divided by the total number of contexts in which it
should have been supplied, per individual performance score. After that she summed the
scores of the five students in two ways: the Group Score was the sum of the individual ratios,
and the Group Mean was the sum of individual percentages derived from the ratios. The
information obtained from the group performance scores allowed the researcher to rank
these scores from highest to lowest. The results showed that the rank orders for the chosen
morphemes for the five students as a group are similar among the sample periods and that
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the rank orders among individual students are also similar to the ones found in other
studies.
Peyton's analysis did not stop there. She was also interested in the acquisition
patterns in the dialogue journals of individual students over the three sample periods. For
that reason, she decided to conduct a longitudinal analysis of the data obtained from the
journals. The results showed a great deal of variation in the individual students* use of the
selected morphemes. The use of the articles revealed interesting patterns of acquisition.
Peyton, like Hakuta (1976). separated the analysis of the articles into definite and indefinite
(as opposed to other researchers who had treated the articles as a single category in many
studies related to the acquisition of morphemes). In studies in which articles are considered
a single category, they rank high in the order of acquisition, when they are separated into
definite and indefinite: however, the patterns of use are very different. The correct use of a
ranked far behind the correct use oUhe. Peyton also found that the use of articles,
overgeneralization and the use of possessive - .^reflected transfer from the individual
student's first language. This confirmed results from Hakuta's (1976) analysis. In addition,
students whose previous language contained an article system (Portuguese and Italian)
achieved 100% of accuracy by the end of the school year, whereas students whose previous
languages did not have articles (Korean and Burmese) were never able to reach 90%
accuracy. In order to obtain the individual student's total control of use of articles (as
opposed to use only in obligatory context) Peyton used the same method as Hakuta (1976).
in which he divided the number of times the article is used in correct contexts by the total
number of article occurrences. Peyton made important conclusions regarding her study:
some morphemes were mastered rapidly by the students while others demonstrated no
relevant gain over time: first language transfer caused great variation in the acquisition
process of individual students; language proficiency is improved as a result of the use of
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dialogue journals over time; and ESL students are able to write and express themselves in
English even before they have acquired the forms and structures of the language.
The research on dialogue journals presented above seemed to validate not only the
benefits this technique provides to social interaction between a teacher and her students,
but the benefits this practice provides to language acquisition of ESL students. Dooley's
(1987) analysis is important to this present study because it showed an improvement in the
students" sentence structures, grammar, and writing skills over time due to the dialogue
journal practice as well as other techniques. Peyton (1986) provides a very thorough
analysis of the acquisition of English morphemes (including English articles and possessive
- 's) in the dialogue journals of ESL students, which will together with other studies serve as
basis to the analysis that will be performed in this present study. The dialogue journal
studies are also relevant because they expand research on article use in different productive
tasks as discussed in Tarone and Parrish (1988) and in Mizuno (1985) as well as research
on article use by [-Art] language speakers. Since there are conflicting results regarding
accuracy of the article use in natural production tasks, this present study will examine the
use of the articles and other determiners by Japanese |-Art| students of ESL in their
dialogue journal entries (as a productive task). Thus, the accuracy of these students* article
usage in an integrated linguistic activity (dialogue journals) will be investigated.
In conclusion, this review of literature provided an explanation of the article system
in English, an analysis of second language acquisition studies of article learning by Japanese
learners of English as well as a description of the benefits of the use of dialogue journals in
the classroom. A summary of the issues discussed in this chapter is presented below.
The articles are among the most commonly used words in the English language.
Nonetheless, their usage seem to be quite complex due to the different article forms,
different noun categories, and the different NP contexts that have to be taken into
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consideration when making the correct article choice. The articles belong to a class of
grammatical items called determiners. The use of the three different forms of the English
articles (a/an. the. and 0) varies according to the noun they accompany. The different
categories of the English nouns (proper, common, count, noncount. concrete, and abstract)
are affected by certain features such as. number, dcfiniteness. and countability. In addition,
the English articles also describe noun phrase rcfcrcntiality. Noun phrase reference is
represented by two discourse features 1+/- SR. HK[. These binary features cause four basic
NP environments, which can be related to one or more article choices, depending on the
number, definiteness. and countability characteristics of the noun. As explained earlier, all
of those elements must be considered in order to make the correct choice of the article. This
can make the use of the articles quite complex, especially for f-Artj ESL learners.
Regarding the acquisition of the articles, studies such as Yamada and Matsuura
(I9S2) showed that the difficulty order of the English articles was different depending on
the proficiency levels of the students. Butler (2002) revealed that article accuracy is higher
for more proficient learners. Mizuno (19S5) demonstrated that different proficiency levels
produce different types of article errors. Article accuracy is also influenced by the different
types of tasks proposed. Taronc and Parrish (198S) found higher article accuracy in natural
production tasks (oral narrative and interview) than in objective tasks (grammar test).
Mizuno (19S5) also found that different tasks elicit different types of article errors.
There arc several factors that seem to affect the acquisition of the articles. Master
(19S7) suggested that the presence or absence of the articles in a learner's LI, seems to
influence the manner in which this learner will acquire the English article system. [+Art]
learners are one level of acquisition ahead of [-Art 1 students. Therefore, the lack of an article
system in a learner's Ll can also cause challenges for the use of the English articles by this
learner. Hakuta (1976) hypothesized that overtly marked forms (salient forms), such as the
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articles, are acquired early. However, since his subject's LI was J apanese. and the
distinction of specific/ non-specific is not marked in this language, the articles were
acquired late regardless of how salient the forms are. Thomas (1989) found that her L2
learners, unlike LI learners, very frequently made errors of overproduction of the 0 article
(omission of the, and a/an), at all proficient levels. Because these errors were more frequent
for her [-Art] group than for her f+Artl group. Thomas argued that LI transfer possibly
causes the difference between LI and L2 acquisition of the articles. Peyton (1986) found that
[+Art| learners had a higher accuracy of the articles over time than her [-Art] students. She
suqsested that these findings were caused by the individual student's LI.
Linguistic context seems to be another factor in the acquisition of the articles.
Takahashi (1997) discovered that answers in a cloze test and a multiple choice article
insertion test were more accurate when the NP modified by a relative clause required the
than when it required a/an: and that the use of the was more accurate in common language
use (idioms) than in non-common language use. Yoon's (1993) findings showed that noun
countability is viewed differently by speakers of the same language, and that perceptions of
noun countability between her native English speakers and her Japanese speakers were
reversed. She concluded that context must be considered when determining whether a noun
is countable or uncountable. Another factor that seemed to affect article acquisition was
referentiality of the NP expressed through [+/-SR. HK] features. Referentiality and noun
countability were great problems for the students in the Butler (2002) study, since they
prevented the participants from making the right article choices.
Another interesting circumstance that may affect the article acquisition is the claims
made by Mizuno (1985) and Tarone and Parrish (198S) regarding how different tasks can
affect the learner's attention to the use of the articles. While Mizuno suggested that students
tend to monitor the use of the articles more in an objective task (grammar test). Tarone and
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Parrish. on the other hand, argued that in order to communicate meaning in an integrated
linguistic task (narrative, or composition), students must mark the article forms correctly in
certain types of NP so that the listener can follow the progress of this type of task. Since
both Mizuno's and Tarone and Parrish"s claims seem inconclusive, it would be informative
to investigate the accuracy of the use of the articles in a natural language production activity
(in an integrated linguistic task).
A learning strategy that seems to promote natural language production is the use of
dialogue journals. Staton (I98S) suggested that dialogue journals are natural and interactive
written conversations that can be used as an effective teaching strategy in the ESL
classroom. Some of the benefits pointed out by Peyton (1986) are that the students* writing
skills are improved through modeling language structure produced in the journals and that
the journals provide opportunities to interact with the students at their proficiency level. In
addition. Lamb and Best (1990) claimed that the journals promote L2 acquisition through
meaningful communication. Dooley's (19S7) study revealed an improvement in the
students'use of grammar, punctuation, and sentence structures. Peyton's (19S6) findings
indicated that the use of the was more accurate than the use of a/an in the journals and that
language proficiency is improved through the journals over time.
Several questions arc raised by the literature reviewed in this chapter. Since the use
of the English articles is complex, especially for | - Art I learners, and dialogue journals seem
to improve language proficiency and natural language acquisition, how would Japanese ESL
students [-ArtI use the articles in an integrated linguistic activity, such as the dialogue
journal practice? What would the accuracy level of article use be? What types of errors
would the Japanese students make in their journals and why? Based on the questions raised
by this chapter and on the analyses and results discussed in this review of literature. I find it
useful to examine these questions.
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The research design and methodology used in this present study is discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Research Design and Methodology

This study was designed to examine the general characteristics of the use of the
English article system and other determiners by Japanese students of ESL as demonstrated
by the entries in their dialogue journals. As mentioned in the previous chapter, studies on
article acquisition based on data collected from cloze tests may offer an incomplete view of
how the students actually use this complex system. A few studies on article use in natural
production have been conducted. One teaching strategy that seems to improve the students'
use of grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure over time within natural and
meaningful language use is the dialogue journals. However, no research on dialogue
journals specifically describing the use of English determ iners seems to have been done.
As one reads the research on the acquisition of the English article system by ESL
learners, as well as the research on dialogue journals, relevant questions arise:
(1) How do Japanese ESL students use the English articles, as well as other
determiners, in natural language production, such as the entries of their dialogue
journals?
(2) What is the level of accuracy of determiner use*?
(3) What errors do Japanese ESL students make when using the articles and other
determiners and why?
This chapter is organized as follows: first, I provide information regarding the
research questions and descriptions of the setting and the participants. Second. I give a
report on the materials used to collect the data, as well as a detailed description of the
procedures. Finally. I depict the coding system used in the study.
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Setting
The data for this study were collected at a small private liberal arts college in the
United States. The total student population of this college is about nine hundred, and the
college's international student population is comprised of 46 students from 20 different
countries. These forty-six international students comprise approximately 5% of the total
student population. In order to be accepted at this institution, international students must
have a minimum TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign Language) score of 500 for the
paper-based test or 173 for the computer-based test.
In this private college, the 46 international students were enrolled in the 30
undergraduate courses offered by the institution. Twenty-two students out of the 46 were
new to the college. During the fall semester of 2002. 12 out of the 22 new international
students at this institution were enrolled in an ESL course, which emphasizes the listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills needed by any international student to function
satisfactorily in an American college setting. These 12 international students were the initial
volunteers for this study.
Participants
The initial volunteers for this study were 12 international students enrolled in the
ESLcourse. The group consisted of eight females and four males. Their age range was
between 19 and 23. These volunteers were all Asian: 10 from Japan, one from South Korea
and one from Myanmar. Therefore, the group of initial volunteers consisted of 10 Japanese
speakers, one Korean speaker, and one Burmese speaker. Most of the volunteers were
transfer students from colleges in their own countries. Thus. 11 of them were in their second
year of college, and only one was in his first year of college. The participants" TOEFL scores
ranged from 500/ 173 to 573/ 230.
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At the end of the semester, the instructor selected the final 6 participants out of the
12 participants that initially volunteered for the study. Since the study focused on the
description of the English articles as determined by the entries of Japanese ESL students"
dialogue journals, the data collected from the two participants whose native language were
not Japanese were eliminated from the project. In addition, in an attempt to make the data
more appropriate for the study and to ensure that the data were as representative of as
possible in terms of the gender (equal number of males and females), age and TOEFL scores
among the students in the ESL class, the journals of four other participants were extracted
from the project. Table 3-1 below presents the final list of participants for this study.
Table 3-1
Student Information - Final List of Participants
Participant

Gender

Age

County
of Birth

Native
Language

TOEFL
Test
Score

Student 1

female

20

Japan

Japanese

500/173

Student 2

female

23

Japan

Japanese

500/173

Student 3

male

20

Japan

Japanese

500/173

Student 4

female

19

Japan

Japanese

520/190

Student5

male

20

Japan

Japanese

550/213

Student 6

male

20

Japan

Japanese

573/230

Research Method
The dialogue journals of the participants were used as the main source of data for
this study with the aim of describing and analyzing the use of the English determiners in the
journal entries of Japanese ESL students. The data were collected over a period of eight
weeks during the fall term of 2002. More details on the collection of the data are found in
the description of the procedures.
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Procedures
This research project was carried out in a low-advanced multi-skill ESL class. The
class met three times a week on Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays for 55 minutes. At the
beginning of the fall semester, the students were told that one of the tasks that would be
carried out in the ESL class they were taking was the dialogue journal practice. The
instructor, who is also the researcher of this project, explained that the dialogue journal is
an informal ongoing written conversation between the students and the teacher. She told
them that they would develop and maintain this ongoing written conversation throughout
the entire semester.
According to Staton, Shuy. Kreeft. and Reed (1988). in the beginning of the dialogue
journal process, the teacher should not be concerned with the content of the first entries
because it usually takes a couple of months for the students to "get going" with the process.
For that reason, the researcher wanted the students to get used to dialogue journaling
before collecting data for the study. The instructor assured that the students understood the
privacy surrounding dialogue journals. She explained that the written conversations should
belong only to the two writers and that the information in the entries should not be shared
without the consent of both of them. After that, the instructor brainstormed some of the
topics the students would like to talk about. Then, the students were allowed some time to
ask questions about the dialogue journal process. After answering all of the students'
questions, the researcher gave out spiral notebooks to the students and told them that they
would use them to write the journals. She explained that they were supposed to take the
notebooks home every Friday, write down their entries over the weekend, and return the
notebooks to the teacher every Monday.
A month later, the students were invited to participate in the research project. The
researcher explained to the students that she was interested in learning how dialogue
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journals improve ESL learners' skills. The students were never told that their use of the
English article system and other determiners in the dialogue journals was being
investigated. In addition, the researcher told the students that their participation in the
project was voluntary: therefore, their refusal to take part or withdraw from the study would
have no bearing whatsoever on their grades in the ESL course or any other course in which
they were enrolled. She also told them that the journals would be kept anonymous and
confidential. After that, the students were asked to sign a letter of consent. All 12 students in
the ESL course agreed to participate in the study.
In week six of the fall semester, at the beginning of the class, the students were asked
to answer a questionnaire that included a list of questions regarding the participants"
English learning background. The questionnaire used in the research consisted of 20
questions (Appendix A), which focused on the students* English learning background. The
questionnaire was given to all the students enrolled in the ESL course. The main purpose of
the questionnaire was to gather information on the students" experiences as ESL learners, as
well as their language learning strategies and to assist in the selection of the final
participants for this current study. The instructor administered the questionnaire in class,
and it took the students approximately 20 minutes to complete the task. From that day
until the end of the semester the data for the research project were collected.
Data Collection
Every Friday the students took the spiral notebooks home, wrote their journal entry,
and returned the notebooks to me on the following Monday. In order to write the entries,
the students were instructed to answer the question proposed by the teacher, as weil as to
ask as many questions as they wanted each week. I decided to start the conversations,
providing the students with an initial topic for each entry, so it would make it easier for
them to write back to me. I found that, as the students became more involved in the journal
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process, they developed the initial topic more, added their own opinions on the subject and
introduced new ideas in which they were more interested in. This is consistent with Staton
(198S). who states that "topics change, merge, and become elaborated as each participant
comments on the topic, adding new. relevant information which successively changes the
topic of discussion" (p. 13). She explained that one of the roles of the teacher is to enhance
and remodel the students" topics into more detailed and complex ones. The students were
free to write in their entries as much as they wanted throughout the eight weeks the journal
process was conducted. Even though the data collection was in an established ESL class,
corrective feedback was not given on the students* article usage.
The main data for this current study consisted of the photocopies of the journal
entries of six Japanese students in my ESL class kept during a period of eight weeks.
Therefore, since each student wrote one entry per week, a total of 48 entries were analyzed
in the study (eight entries per student). The teacher's entries were not counted or analyzed
in the study. The photocopies of the entire text of each student entry were then combined to
form six student journals, which were numbered from student one to student six. Tn the
same manner, the entries in the students"journals were numbered from entry one to entry
eight. The students and the entries are referred to by using the number system explained
above (e.g.. Student 3, entry 5). Once the selected entries were organized into the six
journals, the researcher coded the data. An explanation of the coding system is described
below.
Description of the Coding System
In order to describe the use of the English article system, as well as other
determiners, as demonstrated by the dialogue journal entries, the data needed to be first
coded and analyzed. The researcher first identified every NP by highlighting every noun in
each of the participants" entries. After that, these NPs were numbered in every student
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entry. This was done in order to facilitate the documentation of the usage of the English
articles in the students'dialogue journals.
An article log was used to record the NPs used by the students. The researcher used
one article log per entry, per student. Since there were six students and each student wrote
eight entries in their journals, a total of 48 article logs were used to record the data. Column
one in the log was used for entering the NPs, while column two was used to record the
possible context for the article used with that particular noun and to identify whether that
specific article was used correctly or incorrectly by the student. To be more specific, the
articles used by these students in their entries were categorized as whether there was a
context for the. a/an. 0 determiner, possessive (P). and other determiner {Other Det.). In
addition, the article log recorded whether these articles were used correctly (acceptable in
Standard English) or incorrectly (not acceptable in Standard English).
For the purpose of this study, the English determiners used by the students were
divided into NP categories based on their context of use. The articles a/an. the. and 0 each
belong to their own NP category. My. your, whose, their, her. etc are in the possessive (?)
category, while each. much. any. most. this, etc arc included in the other determiner (Other
Det.) category. Throughout the coding process, the researcher observed frequent problems
such as the use of a singular noun with a plural verb and vice versa (e.g.. there are huge
interval...). These problems were also documented in the article log and classified as noun
form (NF) problems. In addition, a specific category was created for gerunds (e.g.. My
mother is good at sewing.} and other problems. For example, sentences that did not make
sense in Standard English were classified as problem (e.g.. She said Japanese people need
to make eye contact m uch more time even now. Compound nouns were counted as one
single NP (e.g.. a junior high school student). Formulaic speech (e.g., in addition, in
conclusion, etc.) were also counted as a single NP.
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The coding system described above was used to analyze the data collected for this
study. However, in order to assure that this system was appropriate for the research project
and that the researcher used the system adequately, a subset of the data was coded and
analyzed for interrater reliability. Based on the coding system depicted above . a training set
of dialogue journals obtained from two Japanese volunteer students that were previously
eliminated from the study were coded by the researcher and a native speaker of English.
Eight entries of the dialogue journals from each student were analyzed. A total of 261 NPs
were coded. The number of coded NPs agreed on by the researcher and the native English
speaker was 245. The formula used to obtain the percentage of agreement was: number of
coded NPs agreed on divided by the total number of NPs coded. The percentage of
agreement attained based on the coding system was 93.86%. This number was judged to
indicate a sufficient degree of agreement between the two coders. The disagreements in the
coding of the training sets were resolved through discussion and clarification. Based on the
coding system and the discussions and clarifications in coding made during the interrater
reliability procedure, the entries from the remaining six Japanese students selected for this
study were coded by the researcher alone.
Peyton's (1986) analysis of the individual students'total control of the use of the
articles, which was based on Hakuta's (1976) method to calculate mastery of the use of
morphemes, employs the following formula: number of correct articles divided by the total
number of articles used by the students. This formula seems to fit the definition of accuracy
order provided by Hatch (1978). in which she explains that what is measured in a crosssectional study is the percentage of times a participant provides a grammatical item
correctly in obligatory contexts (p. 379). For the present study, this same method to
calculate the percentage of correct usage of the English articles, as well as other determiners
was used.
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Data Entry and Organization
In order to ensure data integrity, reduce data redundancy, and provide query tools
for assembling summary charts, a database program was elected For data entry and
organization. The database consisted of five tables, which had a three tier hierarchy for data
entry. The tables had primary keys associated with their parent tables, along with one-tomany relationships to eliminate the possibility of duplicate entries. The Students table
represents the first and primary table which was keyed to the student number. The Entry
table was used to keep track of the students* entries and was keyed from the parent table
Students. The main data entry table was called Noun-Phrase, and it had a foreign key
derived from the parent Entry tabie. One important field in the Noun-Phrase table was the
NP number, which corresponded to the number of NPs used by the student, per entry. In
addition, two look-up tables were created to aid in the data integrity and reduce data errors
by restricting the list of options to select from when entering the data. The Noun-Phrase
Category tabte included a list of all NP categories analyzed in the study, and the Correct
table displayed the options for the correctness of the determiners used by the students. The
options were: Yes (when the students supplied the determiners correctly in obligatory
contexts). No (when the students supplied the determiners incorrectly in obligatory
contexts), and N/A (when correctness was not applicable- e.g.. Problem or Noun Form
categories). This data entry form was the primary form used to enter the data. The
following chapter presents a detailed explanation of the findings encountered in the
collection of the data for this research project.
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Chapter 4
Findings

The purpose of this chapter is to report on the use of English articles as well as other
determiners by Japanese students of ESLas manifested in the entries of their dialogue
journals. As discussed in chapter 2. the major questions with which this study is concerned
are the following:
(1) How do J apanese ESL students use the English articles, as well as other determ iners
in natural language production, such as the entries of their dialogue journals?
(2) What is the level of accuracy of determiner use?
(3) What errors do Japanese ESL students make when using the articles and other
determiners and why?
In order to find the answers to these questions, three different analyses of the data
collected, organized, and coded in the manner explained in chapter 3 were conducted for
this study. Analysis 1 examined the use o?a/an. the, 0. possessives. and other determiners
in the Japanese students'dialogue journal entries. In Analysis 2. the determiners used by
the students were grouped and described according to the three classes of English
determiners proposed by Master (1993) and Greenbaum and Quirk (1990): predeterminer,
central determiner, and postdeterminer. In Analysis 3. the errors made by the students were
analyzed according to the five types of errors described in Mizuno (19S5): co-occurrence,
word-order, underextension. overextension, and substitution. In addition, the errors were
analyzed according to the NP Types proposed by Huebner (1983) and Bickerton (19S 1):
Type 1 l-SR, +HK|. Type 2 [+SR. +HK]. Type 3 [+SR. -HK]. and Type 4 [-SR. -HK\: as well
as Type 5 (Idioms) proposed by Thomas (1989) and Butler (2002). The results of the first
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analysis of the use of the determiners in the Japanese students" dialogue journals were
described in terms of total NP occurrences; types of determiner used, and correct individual
student use. The results of the second analysis were described in terms of total NP
occurrences (according to the English determiner classifications) and correct individual
student use. The results of Analysis 3 were described according to the Mizuno's (1985) error
classifications and the 5 NP Types explained in chapter 2. Below is a detailed description of
the findings related to Analysis I. Analysis 2. and Analysis 3.
Analysis I
As mentioned earlier, the use of a/an. the. 0. possessives. and other determiners in
the Japanese students'dialogue journal entries was examined in terms of total number of
NP occurrences per student, types of determiners used, and correctness. The results of this
first analysis are presented below.
Total number ofNP occurrences per student.
The total number of NP occurrences per student is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The pie
chart below reveals variations in the number of NP occurrences among the six Japanese
students. Student 6 wrote the highest number of NPs, 319: followed by Student 3 with 318
occurrences documented. The number of NPs decreases considerably for Student I with 220
and Student 2 with 209 occurrences. Student 4 had IS7 instances of NPs. while Student 5
had the lowest number of occurrences. 172.
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Figure 4-1
Total Noun Phrases per Student

Total Noun Phrases
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Tabic 4-1 below displays the number of NP occurrences (breach student journal
entry, as well as each student's average NP instances lor all eight journal entries. Student 5
and Student 4 had the lowest average of NP occurrences per entry. 22 and 23 respectively.
Student 2 had an average of 26 occurrences per entry, while Student l*s average was 28.
Student 3 and Student 6 had the highest average of NPs with 40 occurrences per journal
each. Since dialogue journals are ongoing informal written conversations between the
students and the teacher, the length of the journal entries and the number of NP
occurrences could not be controlled by the researcher. This is important to point out
because the more the students wrote in the dialogue journal entries: the more they created
opportunities to use the English determiners in natural language production and thus
potentially make more mistakes.
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Tabic 4-1
NP Occurrence per Entry
Entries
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total

Average
o^

Student 1

26

25

40

13

22

29

56

9

220

2S

Student 2

43

23

39

25

13

21

30

15

209

26

Student 3

28

57

56

27

42

39

33

36

3 IS

40

Student 4

29

21

40

21

13

32

14

17

1S7

23

Student 5

34

24

18

20

14

31

17

14

172

22

Student 6

36

12

129

11

52

2!

52

6

319

40

Totals

196

162

322

117

156

173

202

97

1425

Types ofdeterm iners used.
The types of determiners analyzed in Analysis I were a/an. the. 0. possessive, other
determiner, gerund, problem, and noun form. For the purpose of this study. I refer to their
occurrences with a noun as NP categories, each of them belonging to a separate NP
category. Table 4-2 provides a breakdown of student NP occurrences for each NP category.
The articles a/an. the. and 0 comprised the majority of the determiners used in the
Japanese students"journal entries. The 0 article has the most occurrences (470). followed
by the with 22S and a/an with 216 occurrences. The possessives follow the articles with 197
occurrences. The other determiners (e.g.. each. much. any. most. this, etc.) category had a
total occurrence count of 133. followed by noun form with S2 instances. Sixty-eight
instances of gerunds were counted and only 31 occurrences of problems were found. Figure
4-2 graphically depicts the data presented in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2
Noun Phrase Breakdown

per

Student
Student

NP Category

Total
I

2

3

4

5

6

a/an

32

32

32

32

42

46

216

the

35

2S

65

17

19

64

228

0

78

68

92

66

51

115

470

possessive

31

38

43

2S

17

40

197

other
determiner

17

20

28

24

22

22

133

noun form

8

15

23

15

13

8

82

gerund

16

1

26

2

S

15

6S

3

7

9

0

9

31

problem

Figure 4-2
Noun Phrase Breakdown

per

Student

120 f

Noun Phrase Type
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Correctness of the determiners used.
In order to establish the individual student's total control of the use of the English
determiners, the same method employed by Peyton (1986) and Hakuta (1976) was used. In
this method the number of occurrences of the articles in correct contexts is divided by the
total number of article occurrences. The individual student use of the English determiners,
as well as a summary of the overall correctness of the use of the determiners for Analysis 1
are documented and discussed below. Table 4-3 demonstrates the summary of the overall
correct use of the determiners by the participants.
Table 4-3
Overall Correct Determiner Use
NP Correct
Summary
Correct
Incorrect
N/A
Total

Occurrences

„,
%

1.022

72%

222

15%

181

13%

1.425

100%

The results show that 1.022 out of 1.425 (72%) occurrences of the English
determiners used by ail the six participants in the study were used correctly. The number of
determiners used incorrectly was 222. or 15%. All the instances of noun form and problems
were marked as N/A (not applicable) in the database and were excluded from the analysis
performed in the study. The reason for this is that, since the noun form category represented the
use of an incorrect noun form, the choice of the article with it may misrepresent the learners"
understanding of the article system. Also, in order to determine if the use of gerunds had an
effect on the number of article errors made by the students, they were coded separately. All
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the occurrences of gerunds found in the data were instances of the 0 article used correctly.
However, the gerunds were also excluded from the analysis of correctness and marked as
N/ A in the database although their inclusion would increase the overall percentage correct
by 5 % (i.e.. 77% correct). Figure 4-3 illustrates the percentages of correctly used NPs (yes).
incorrectly used NPs (no), and non-analyzed NPs (N/A) according to the numbers obtained
from the data analysis.
Figure 4-3
Noun Phrase Correctness

Noun Phrase Correctness

Next. I turn to the results of each individual student's use of the English determiners,
calculated according to the method explained above. They are presented in Figure 4-4
below. When we look at the overall percentages of the determiners used by all six of the
students, we notice that the articles a/an and the had the lowest overall percentage of
correct usage. 50% and 62%. respectively. The average percentages of the remaining types
of determiners were much higher than the ones for a/an and the. Other determiners were
used correctly 95% of the time. The level of correct usage of possessives reached 96% and 0
had the highest percentage of accuracy among the determiners analyzed with 97% correct.
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Figure 4-4
Percentage of Correct Determiner Usage
Determiners: Percent Correct
Individual Students & Total Average Correct

According to the figures described above, the overall level of accuracy of determiner
use, as demonstrated by the journal entries of the students, was from most accurate to the
least accurate: 0, possessive, other determiner, the, and a/an.
Analysis 2
The second analysis in this study identified, classified, and analyzed the determiners
used by the Japanese students according to the three groups of English determiners
suggested by Master (3993) and Greenbaum and Quirk (1990): predeterminer, central
determiner, and postdeterminer. Table 4-4 lists the English determiners in the two
classifications proposed by Master (1993) and by Greenbaum and Quirk (1990).

Table 4-4
Determiner

Classification

Master(1993)

Predeterminer

Central Determiner

Postdeterminer

Quantifiers (e.g., all)

Articles (a/an, the, 0)

Multipliers (e.g.,
both, double)

Demonstratives (e.g.,
this, those)

Cardinal numerals
(e.g., one, three)

Fractions (e.g.. half,
two-thirds)

Possessives (e.g..
your, Mary s)

Intensifies (e.g.,
what, such)

Assertive/n on assertive
(e.g., som e, any)
Quantifiers (e.g.,
in any. few)
Negative (e.g., no)

Ordinal numerals
(e.g., second)
General ordinals
(e.g., next)

Universal (e.g., each,
every)
Nonassertive dual
(e.g., either)
Negative dual (e.g.,
neither)
Wh-determiners (e.g.,
which)
Greenbaum & Quirk
(1990)

all, both, half
Multipliers (e.g.,
once, double)

Same as Master's plus
Quantitative
determiner (e.g..
enough)

Ordinals (e.g., first,
last, other)
Quantifiers (e.g., six,
tw en ty,ma ny, few)

As Table 4-4 demonstrates, there are similarities and differences in the
classifications presented by Master (1993) and Greenbaum and Quirk (1990). The three
main classes of English determiners are the same: predeterminer, central determiner, and
postdeterminer. However, recall that Master is more specific when classifying the
determiners into their subcategories than are Greenbaum and Quirk. For instance, Master
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suggests four different subcategories for predeterminers and postdeterminers, while
Greenbaum and Quirk present only two subcategories for these two classes of determiners.
Central determiners are presented with the same subcategories by Master and Greenbaum
and Quirk. However, in their grammar book, Greenbaum and Quirk add the subcategory
quantitative determiner when referring to the central determiner enough. Although there
are some differences in the subcategories of the English determiners proposed by Master
and Greenbaum and Quirk, their general classification of determiners (predeterminer,
central determiner, and postdeterminer) are essentially the same. Therefore, in this analysis
I will refer to Master's classification, as seen in Table 4-4. with the addition of enough as a
central determiner.
Table 4-5
List of Different Types of Other Determiners
Predeterm iners

Central Determ iners

Postdeterminers

most

som e

one, 20.3,4,

such

enough

twenty.

all

no

1,5, two

this, that

first,

these, those

much, a lot of, few,

every, each

more

four, 14, 10,

12,2.

15,6,13,

next

another,

many,

other

In the first part of Analysis 2,1 have reclassified the determiners (i.e., a/an, the, 0,
possessive, and other determiner) according to the system proposed by Master (1993). Since
the other determiner category included several different types of determiners, they were
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regrouped into the predeterminer, central determiner and postdeterminer classifications.
The occurrences of a/an, the, 0, and possessives were then included as central determiners.
Table 4-5 provides a list of the different types of other determiners used by the students
according to Master's system (Table 4-5). Refer to Appendix B for a complete list of each
student's use of the other determiners.
The results show that the total number of other determiners used by the six Japanese
students was 133. Table 4-6 displays the numbers of occurrences of other determiners used
by the Japanese students according to the three classes of English determiners:
predeterminers, central determiners, and postdeterminers.
Table 4-6
Number of Occurrences for Other Determiners
Predeterminers

Central Determiners

Postdeterminers

Total

Student 1

1

10

6

17

Student 2

1

5

14

20

Student 3

0

14

14

28

Student 4

0

13

11

24

Students

2

9

11

22

Student 6

2

6

14

00

Total

6

57

70

133

The count of other determiners revealed that postdeterminers had the highest
number of occurrences. However, since the, 0, a/an, and possessives are included in the
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central determiner category, according to the English determiner descriptions of Master
(1993), in the second part of Analysis 2. the occurrences of the articles and the possessives
were also added to the total number of occurrences of central determiners. The final
number of occurrences of central determiners used by the participants totaled 1,168. Since
the count for postdeterminers was 70 and the number of instances of predeterminers was
only 6, it is safe to say that central determiners were by far the most used type of determiner
found in the entries of the students'journals. These results make sense since Master (1993)
suggests that central determiners make up the greatest group of determiners in English, and
therefore they occur very frequently in this language. Table 4-7 demonstrates the number of
occurrences of all the types of determiners used according to Master's classification system.
Table 4-7
Number of Occurrences According to English Determiner Classification
Predeterminers

Central Determiners

Postdeterminers

Total

Student 1

1

186

6

193

Student 2

1

171

14

186

Student 3

0

246

14

260

Student 4

0

156

11

167

Student 5

2

138

11

151

Student 6

2

271

14

287

Total

6

1,168

70

1,244

Correctness of predeterminers, central determiners, and posteterminers used.
Once the data were grouped according to Master (1993), I investigated the
occurrences and percentages of their correct use in the entries of the students'journals. To
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calculate the individual students'total control of the predeterminers, central determiners.
and postdeterminers, I used the same formula employed in Analysis 1 (number of
determiners used correctly divided by the total number of determiners used).
According to the results of Analysis 2 displayed in Figure 4-8 below, the total
percentage of correct usage of the predeterminers reached 83%. Postdeterminers accounted
for the highest percentage of correct usage (91%), while the correct use of central
determiners reached the lowest percentage of correct use. only S2%. However, it is
important to state that the difference in the number of occurrences among the three types of
determiners was substantial: 6 occurrences of predeterminers. 70 occurrences of
postdeterminers, and 1,168 occurrences of central determiners. Since central determiners
had by far the largest number of occurrences, this type of determiner impacted the results
significantly. Since central determiners (1.168) accounted for the majority of all determiners
(1,244), it is not surprising that the total percentage correct of 82% reflected the percentage
of correct centra! determiners (82%).
Figure 4-5
Percentage Correct of Predeterminers, Central Determiners, and Postdeterminers

Percent Correct
Pre, Central, Post

a Predeterminers
• Central Determiners
a Postdeterminers
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Correct individual student usage of the determiners.
The last part of Analysis 2 examined the correct individual student use for all three
types of determiners. Table 4-8 below displays the number of determiners used correctly
(Yes) and incorrectly (No) by each individual student according to the determiner category
(predeterminers, central determiners, and postdeterminers). In addition, the table describes
the total percentage of correct use as well as the individual student percentage of accuracy of
the predeterminers, central determiners, and postdeterminers used.
Table 4-8
Correct Determiner Usage
Determiners

Predeterminers

Correct
No
Yes

Central
Determiners
Postdeterminers

Summary

Student
1
0
1

Total

2

3

4

5

6

1

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

2

2

5

No

22

31

39

27

29

68

216

Yes

164

140

207

129

109

203

952

No

1

4

0

1

0

0

6

Yes

5

10

14

10

11

14

64

No

23

35

39

28

29

6S

222

Yes

170

151

221

139

122

219

1022

Total

193

1S6

260

167

151

287

1244

% Correct

88%

81%

85%

83%

81%

76%

82%

% Correct

83%

82%

91%

82%

As seen in Table 4-8. the percentage correct ranged between 76% and 88% with 4 out of
6 students responding correctly between 8 1-85% of the time. Recall that Students 1,2, and 3
had TOEFL scores of 500/ 173 each: while Students 4,5. and 6 had TOEFL scores of
520/ 190,550/213, and 573/230; respectively. When we consider the percentage correct of
the determiners used by the students with respect to their TOEFL scores, it is noticeable
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that Student 6. who had the highest TOEFL score (573/230). had the lowest accuracy level,
76%. and Student I. who had the lowest TOEFL score. (500/ 173) had the highest accuracy
level. 88%. In this case, assumptions that the more proficient the student, the more accurate
their article choices (as in Butler. 2002) were not con firmed. However, the percentage
correct is not the whole story of learners" determiner use. as we see below.
Analysis 3
The articles accounted for the majority of the determiner errors found in the entries
of the students* journals (208 out of 222 instances of errors). In order to better understand
the students" misuse of the articles, their errors were categorized according to Mizuno's
(1985) classifications of types of errors in the use of the articles. In addition, the distribution
of the errors committed by the students across the NP Types discussed in Huebncr (I9S3).
Thomas (1989). and Butler (2002) was also analyzed. This was done in order to determine
the level of the students' inaccuracy related to the NP Types, as well as to try to understand
why the students made the mistakes they made in the journal entries. Thus, Analysis 3
consisted of 2 parts: the first part investigated the types of errors made by the Japanese
students in their journal entries with regard to the articles, and the second part attempted to
determine why they made such errors.
As discussed in Chapter 2. Mizuno (1985) examined the types of errors in article use
committed by Japanese adult ESL learners in objective and productive tasks. He listed five
types of errors commonly produced by adult Japanese students during their interlanguage
process. According to Mizuno. Japanese students are likely to commit the following errors:
Co-occurrence (the articles and other determiners are juxtaposed):
*A this book is on the floor.
Word-order (the order ofthe articles and the adjectives that follow them are inverted):
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*Marc has new a car.
Undercxtension (the articles arc omitted):
!l!

He is 0 soccer player.

Overextension (the use of a/an or the instead of 0):
*A whales are interesting animals.
Substitution (the useofr/ze instead ol'u/an and vice versa):
*Mrs. Smith is a best teacher in the school.
Since most of the errors committed by the Japanese students in this current study
were errors related to the articles the (only 62% overall accuracy) and a/an (only 50%
overall accuracy). Mizuno's framework seemed appropriate to classify the errors committed
by the Japanese students in the entries of their dialogue journals. In order to classify the
types of errors committed by the students according to Mizuno's (!995) system, all of the
determiner errors were listed per student, per entry. Afterwards, the errors were analyzed in
terms of the types of errors suggested by Mizuno. However, only three types of errors from
Mizuno's classifications (undercxtension. overextension, and substitution) were found in
this current data. Furthermore, since Mizuno only analyzed errors with the articles, other
determiner errors were classified as "other" (e.g.. errors related to the use of posscssives and
other determiners). Table 4-9 demonstrates the occurrences of each student's errors per
category. Refer to Appendix C for a complete list of all the errors committed by the
participants.
As table 4-9 illustrates, errors of undercxtension had the highest number of overall
occurrences. 179 out of 222 total instances of errors, or S1%. In Mizuno's (1985) data, errors
of underextension were also the most frequent in the production task, and persisted across
all proficiency levels. Errors of substitution and overextension persisted in the students'
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intcrlanguugc process at the intermediate and advanced levels. These current data aiso show
that even at the low-advanced level, students still commit substitution and overextension
errors, but to a limited extent.
Table 4-9
Types of Errors per
Error Types
Underextension

Student
Student

Total

%

57

179

81%

5

14

6%

20

9%

9

4%

222

100%

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

28

2S

24

2S

Overextension

3

1

2

2

Substitution

5

6

I

0

Other

4
2

I

0

4
2

Total

23

35

2S

29

68

1
39

1

Part 2 of Analysis 3 attempted to find the reasons for the errors committed by the
Japanese students in their journal entries. In order to accomplish that, the distribution of
the errors across the NP Types was also analyzed. The errors were classified according to
Hucbner s (1983) and Bickcrton's (1981) NP Types (1-4) and Thomas'(1989) and Butler's
(2002) NP Type 5. Furthermore, a category was created for the problems related to
courttability as discussed in Yoon's study (1993).
Other problems, found in the journal entries, such as those related to the misuse of
other determiners and possessives. were classified as "other". These errors were eliminated
from this part of the analysis to focus solely on the articles and thus allow for a comparison
with Mizuno's study. 4 The distribution of the errors across the NP Types found in the
•' There were six problems with other determiners, which were also categorized as errors of
substitution, since the students used other instead of another (NPType4). In addition, nine problems
with possessives were found. These errors did not fit the article error classifications and were categorized
as "other" (problems).
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Japanese students*journal entries as seen below in Tabic 4-10 is also presented in Appendix
D.
While analyzing the Japanese students'errors, the following patterns of specific
problems in the entries of their journals emerged. Aproblem that seemed to be common
across all entries of the Japanese students* journals was the undercxtension of a/an.
especially in Type 4 [-SR. - H K | contexts (69 occurrences, or 3S%). For example:
tell me how to enjoy in foreign country, and ..he is also undergraduate

in Japan.

..please
The

students also had a great number of problems regarding the undercxtension of the in Type 2
1+SR. +HK| contexts (57 occurrences, or 32%). In these situations, the omission of the
seemed to be a frequent error, especially in unique referent contexts such as. ...where
opened World Cup the final round: and ..but the story of his and U.S.A. is so

was

impressing.

Besides that, instances of undercxtension ol'the in the idiomatic expression (Type 5) the
same were found. For example. The people were not same..-

and ..seem to be same

with

/j'm.Takahashi (1997) found that the choice of the definite article in common language use
(idiomatic expressions) is more accurate than in ruic-governed use (non-common language
use). This comparison is beyond the scope of this present study; however, it is worth
mentioning that the current data show that students do not always rely on common
language use to make their article choices. Table 4-11 displays the number of occurrences
and the percentages of the undcrextension errors across the NP Types.
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Tabic 4-10
Distribution

of Errors across NP Types

NPType

Undcrextcnsion

Overextension

Substitution

Total

Percentage

Type 1
I-SR.+HK1

30

6

0

36

17%

Type 2
1+SR.+HKI

57

0

5

62

29%

Type 3
1+SR.-HK1

14

0

4

18

9%

Type 4
I-SR.-HK!

69

6

11

86

40%

Type 5
(Idioms)

1

0

5

2%

Countabiiity

I

0

6

3%

14

20

213

100%

Total

179

Table 4-11
Number of Occurrences ofUnderextension

Errors across NP Types

Occurrences

%

Omission of
a/an

Omission of the

Type 1
[-SR.+HKI

30

17%

10

20

Type 2
l+SR.+HK]

57

327o

0

57

Type 3
1.+SR.-HK1

14

0

14

Type 4
I-SR.-HK]

69

38%

69

2%

0

5

3%

5

0

179

100%

98

SI

NP Type

TypeS
(Idioms)
Countability
Total

0

0
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The most common substitution error found in the Japanese students" entries was the
use of other instead of another (6 occurrences, or 30%). Even though another is a
posidetermincr (thus categorized as other determiner in the database) and not an article,
this problem was also classified as a substitution error. NP Type 4 (j-SR.-HK|): since
another is an + other. For example, / don 't like a person that change his or her

attitude

from one person to the other person. Errors of substitution with Type 2 [+SR. +HK| and
Type 4
[-SR.-HK1 were the second most frequent among the substitution errors (5 occurrences, or
25% each). Table 4-12 below displays the occurrences and percentages of the substitution
errors across the NP Types.
Table 4-12
Number of Occurrences of Substitution

Errors across NP Types

Occurrences

%

a/an
instead of
the

the
instead of
a/an

other
instead of
another

Type I
[-SR.+HK1

0

0

0

0

0

Type 2
l+SR.+HKJ

5

25%

5

0

0

Type 3
[+SR.-HK1

4

20%

0

4

0

Type 4
I-SR.-HK]

5

25%

0

5

0

Type 5
(Idioms)

0

0

0

0

0

Countability

0

0

0

0

0

Other

6

30%

0

0

6

Total

20

100%

5

9

6

NP Type
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Overextension errors in Type 4 |-SR. -HKJ contexts with proper names were also
produced, such as. On the New Yea r .v day... These types of errors accounted for 43% of the
total overextension errors. Errors of overextension with Type I |-SR. +HK], such as
because fern ale friends are far more attentive to the others, also accounted for 43% of the
total overextension errors. Overextension errors with Type 5 (Idioms) and countability each
had one instance, or 7% each. Table 4-13 illustrates the instances and percentages of all
overextension errors found in the current data.
Table 4-13
Number of Occurrences of Overextension Errors across NP Types
MDT

NPType

o „ ....
Occurrences

Jr

Type 1
i-SR.+HK|

r, Overproduction
v
%
r ,
of the

Overproduction
,• ,
ola/an

6

0

43%

Type 2
[+SR.+HK]
Type 3
l+SR.-HK]

0

0

Type 4
[-SR.-HKJ

IT

5

,

(Idioms)
Countability
Total

0

0

0

43%

]

7%

0

I

7%

0

1

14

100%

12

2

Discussion
The discussion of the findings is presented below. First, the major findings of the
study together with a discussion of the causes of the students" errors are presented in
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relation to the findings of other studies. Then, the limitations of the current study are
discussed.
One important finding in this study is that the order of accuracy with respect to
article use in natural production from dialogue journals is 0, the, and a/an. This is
significant because earlier studies (e.g., Yamada &Matsuura, 1982 and Master 1987)
produced conflicting results. Master (1987) reported that the order of accuracy for his [-Art]
subjects was 0, the, and a/an at the highest level of interlanguage. However, Yamada and
Matsuura (1982) found that for their advanced level students, the accuracy order was the, 0,
and a/an. The findings in this present study concur with those of Master (1987) with an
accuracy order of 0. the, and a/an; but not with those of Yamada and Matsuura.
In addition, regarding the general accuracy level of the determiners, the results
showed that 0 was the most accurate with 97% accuracy. These results resemble the
findings of Master (1987), in which, the accuracy of the 0 article was close to 100% for his
l-Art] speakers. However, the high rate of accuracy of the 0 article may be questionable,
given that, as Master explains, "since we cannot tell the difference between 0 and non-use
ur omission of the article, acquisition is largely by default*'(p. 216). Master (1987) further
explains that acquisition of a/an occurred only after the was mastered. He suggested that "[Art] learners appear not to use a until they are sure it is correct and that getting it correct
requires understanding and applying the notion of countability" (p. 218).
The next important result is the underextension of a/an and the as well as the low
percentages of substitution and overextension errors. In Analysis 3. the students'errors
were analyzed according to Mizuno's (1985) five categories of errors in article use. as well as
the NP Types proposed by Huebner (1983) and Bickerton (1981) (Types 1-4), and
Thomas(1989) and Butler (2002) (Type 5). This study confirmed Mizuno's findings that
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underextension errors are more frequent than overextension errors in natural production
data, and that errors of underextension. overextension, and substitution persist in the
interlanguage process, even at the low-advanced level. The high rate of underextension
errors found in these data (81%) is interesting. Upon closer examination of the accuracy
levels in combination with the error types, it seems clear that when these learners use the
and a/an, they use them fairly correctly with only 7% and 9% of the errors due to
substitution or overextension. The low rates of overall accuracy for a/ a n (50%) and the
(62%) are probably due to their lack of use of the articles (i.e., underextension). It is worth
noting that the results of Analysis 1 demonstrated that the 0 article was the most accurate;
however, it was only when the analysis of the errors was performed that it became clear that
the students were actually overusing 0. It is only by looking at the accuracy level in
combination with the errors that one can understand how the students are actually using
the article system. Thomas (1989) also found owryenoralization of 0 in a/an and the
contexts (underextension) to be the most common mistake in her data. She claimed that the
overproduction of 0 by her |-Art| students was caused by LI transfer. This may also have
been the reason for the Japanese students* underextension errors found in this present
study, as discussed below.
Another important finding in this study is related to problems with a/an in Type 4 [SR, - HK] and the in Type 2 [+SR, +HK] contexts. As described earlier, Thomas (1989)
compared the article acquisition of LI and L2 learners in natural production (a story-telling
task). Her results demonstrate that L2 learners do not show early acquisition of a/an in
Type 4 [-SR, - HK] contexts and the in Type 2 l+SR, +HK] situations (unlike LI learners).
Since in the current data, problems with a/an in Type 4 [-SR, - HK] and the in Type 2 [+SR,
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+HK] situations accounted for the majority of the errors found in the entries of the students'
journals, Thomas' findings were con firmed.
Finally, another major Finding in this current study was related to the lack of
overproduction of the. This finding disagrees with Huebner's (1983). In his study, Huebner
analyzed the useofda.(r/ze) in the speech of an adult Hmong speaker acquiring English in a
natural setting. As mentioned before, at first, his subject overgeneralized the use of da {the)
in all NP contexts. Later on, his subject maintained a high production of da {the) in Type 2
T+SR, +HK] and in Type 1 [-SR, +HK] contexts, but reduced the overproduction of the
definite article in Type 4 [-SR, -HK1 and Type 3 [+SR, -HK] situations. In general, my
subjects had a low overproduction rate of the across all NP contexts (only 21 occurrences). It
may be possible that r/te-flooding (as Huebner called it) is a phenomenon found in the first
stages of article acquisition (beginner level). Since my subjects were considered lowadvanced ESL students, they may have been past this initial article acquisition stage.
Now that we have seen the errors that these students have made, I turn to the
following question: What is actually causing the errors? As mentioned above, errors of
underextension, the most frequent ones, seem to be caused by LI transfer (Thomas, 1989;
Master, 1997). Master (1997) suggested that since articles are not present in [-Art]
languages, [-ArtJ speakers use (and misuse) the 0 article very frequently in the first stages
of the interlanguage, as well as in more advanced English proficiency levels. Master also
suggested that in order to select the appropriate English article, L2 learners must take into
consideration certain notions such as countability, number, and definiteness. This can pose
serious problems for L2 learners, especially the [-Art] speakers. Recall that Mizuno (1985)
explained that in Japanese, in order to use a noun, it is not necessary to determine if the
noun is countable or uncountable or if it is singular or plural. Consequently, Japanese
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speakers have problems distinguishing count from non-count English nouns. Yoon (1993)
also attributed countability problems to LI transfer. She suggested that certain nouns that
are uncountable in English may be equivalent to countable nouns in other languages and
vice versa. Thus, in this case the language transfer would cause the learner to make the
wrong article choice.
Although only a few instances of countability problems were found in the present
data, it is important tot point out that most of these errors included the use of the
predeterminer such. For example: "I hate such person.1" Hakuta (1976) discussed that due to
the high frequency in which the articles occur in English and the fact that they are salient,
learners usually retain these morphemes in their speech as pronunciation features of
particular words or as a schwa. However, Hakuta explained that Brown (1973) suggested
that "telling against their salience is the operation of liaison in English which causes articles
to be frequently slurred and hard to tell apart, That's a becoming Thassa, and Put the
becoming Putta or Pudda" (p. 338). In the entries of the Japanese students'journals,
however, the omission of the article a/an may indicate that the students may think that the
unstressed vowel sound (schwa) is not spelled in English, and for that reason, they tend to
commit the error of underextension of a/an when using the predeterminer such.
In general, the findings from this current study revealed that even though only 222
occurrences of article-related errors (or 15%) out of 1,425 instances of analyzed determiners
were found, LI transfer still plays a very significant role in the use (or non-use) of the
articles by Japanese students, even at the low-advanced level. The fact that the articles are
not present in Japanese poses a challenge to these [-Art] ESL students when learning the
English article system. The complexity of the use of the articles in English and the fact that
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they are absent in Japanese cause their accuracy to be lower than the accuracy of other
determiners (e.g., postdeterminers) in natural language production.
To summarize briefly, I now return to the major findings of the study in relation to
my research questions. One question focused on the level of accuracy of determiner use in
dialogue journals. The accuracy orders found in this study with data from written discourse
correspond to the accuracy orders found in Master's (1987) spoken discourse data. In
addition, the question concerning learner errors not only revealed what types of errors
learners made, but also helped to show that the accuracy order alone does not provide a
complete picture of learner determiner use. Rather, only when the accuracy order is related
to the analysis of learner errors, it is possible to understand learner production.
Limitations
Although these findings may be interesting, this current study presented some
limitations that should be noted. First, the number of participants may have been too small
to conduct a descriptive study that provided numerical results. Second, in the same manner,
the small number of determiner occurrences may have affected the results. For example, in
Analysis 2, the small number of occurrences of predeterminers and postdeterminers
prevented a more precise accuracy level of determiner use. Also, while considered beyond
the scope of this study, an analysis of the Noun Form category may have revealed additional
information concerning the issue ofcountability and article choice. Finally, since studies
such as Peyton (1986) and Dooley (1987) proved that students' use of some grammatical
forms improve over time due to the practice of dialogue journals, a more longitudinal
approach to investigate the use of the determiners may be more appropriate.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

Review of the Present Study and Findings
The purpose of this research project was to describe the use of the English
determiners in dialogue journals by Japanese L2 learners. As noted above, even though the
articles and other determiners are words that occur very frequently in the English language.
ESL learners are challenged by the complexity involved in the use of these determiners in
Standard English. Master (1987) suggested that the acquisition of the articles depends on
whether or not they are present in the learners'LI. He further noted that students whose
LI does not contain an article system (e.g., Japanese) will acquire the English articles more
slowly than those students whose LI does have articles (e.g., Spanish). A review of the
literature confirmed that the L2 acquisition of articles in English by ESL students is affected
by the LI (e.g., Master, 1987), the type of language production required by the language task
(e.g., Tarone &Parrish, 1988; Mizuno, 1985), and the characteristics of the English
determiner system (e.g., Thomas, 1989; Yoon. 1993).
The review of the acquisition literature in combination with my own experiences
with dialogue journals in the classroom led to the following research questions: How do
Japanese students of ESL use the English article system, as well as other determiners in
natural written production, such as the entries of their dialogue journals? What is the level
of accuracy of determiner use? What types of errors do they make and why?
The findings revealed that these Japanese ESL learners demonstrate the following
accuracy order for articles: 0, the. and a/an and the following order for the determiners:
postdeterminers, predeterminers, and central determiners. The results of the error analysis
showed that these students are actually omitting the articles a/an and the by overusing the
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article 0\ resulting in the low accuracy rates for the and a/an. Furthermore, these learners'
errors seem to be related to the concepts of NP Type 4 |-SR, -HK] and Type 2 |+ SR. +HK|.
In general, what the results of this study demonstrate regarding the use of the English
articles by Japanese ESL students in dialogue journals is that errors arc frequent and
evident, even at the advanced level.
Implications for the ESL Classroom
As seen in this study, because article errors persist for learners at the advanced level,
it is appropriate to suggest that they be addressed in the classroom. First, students should
be reminded of the rules pertaining to the use of the articles as well as other determiners.
Master (1997) claimed that students at the advanced level may not have the desire to learn
the grammatical rules of the English articles. He. however, suggested that ;-Art| speakers be
taught the articles as "lexical items in context" (p. 227). After analyzing the use of the
English determiners by Japanese students, I also suggest that the articles be taught and
reinforced in the ESL classroom, even at the advanced level. Since LI transfer seems to
induce most of the errors related to English article use for these learners, teachers should be
aware of how |-Art] students employ the article system, in order to help them minimize the
problems. Given the results of this study, teachers should focus on the rules for a/an and
the to encourage their increased use. Due to the errors evidence in this study, this would be
especially important with NP Types 4 |-SR,-HK| and 2 [+SR,+HK|.
In addition, since the use of the articles and other determiners depends on the type
of noun they accompany, I agree with Mizuno's (1985) suggestion, that new nouns be
introduced as NPs that include possible article options such as: the (0) summer, the (an)
apple, 0 Nashville.

This study as well as my experiences with dialogue journals as a

teaching strategy, led me to believe that dialogue journals offer an appropriate task in which
to focus students'attention on the various NP contexts in a written discourse. After learning

S3
about the benefits of dialogue journals. I would definitely use the journals to leach the
articles, since studies such us Peyton (19S6) and Dooley (1987) found that accuracy of
certain grammatical items improved over time. However, a more detailed and longitudinal
study would have to be performed in order to confirm that.
Recom in encia lions for Future Research
More extensive research is recommended on the use of the articles, as well as other
determiners in dialogue journals, since few or no studies have been recently conducted in
this area. In addition, based on the insightful arguments of Mizuno (I9S5) and Tarone and
Purrish (I9SS) that different tasks elicit different responses from students, it would be
informative to compare the accuracy level of the English determiners in dialogue journals
with other types of tasks with natural language production as well as tasks with elicited
production, such as grammatical tests. This way, results of a more inclusive analysis could
be described.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the results of this present study provided informative information
regarding the level of accuracy rf the urticies by Japanese students in dialogue journals.
When article accuracy is investigated in these conditions, it is only by examining the
accuracy of article used in combination with the types of errors committed by these students
that we can understand how these [-Art] learners actually use the article system. It was
surprising to see that the accuracy of the 0 article found in Analysis I was called into
question when Analysis 3 (error analysis) was performed.
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APPENDIX A
Questionnaire
1- What is your name?
2- Gender:

(

) male

(

) female

3- How old are you?
4- What is your country of birth?
5- What is your native language?
6- How long have you been studying English?
7- How long have you been in the United Slates?
8- What is your most recent TOEFL score?
9- What is your English placement lest score?
10- Where have you studied English before coming here?
11- Why did you decide to study in a college in the United Slates?
12- What is your major?
13- What is/are your favorite skill area(s) of English as a Second Language (ESL)? Why?
14- What skill area(s) of ESL do you think is/are easier for you to learn? Why?
15- What skill area(s) of ESL do you think is/are more difficult for you to learn? Why?
16- What are some of the strategies you use to improve your reading skills?
17- What are some of the strategies you use to improve your listening skills?
18- What are some of the strategies you use to improve your speaking skills?
19- What are some of the strategies you use to improve your grammar skills?
20-What are some of the strategies you use to improve your writing skills?
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APPENDIX B
Complete Hsl of items in the other determiner

category

Student I
Entry I
one person - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
the other person - postdeterminer ( general ordinal)
some help - central determiner (general assertive)

Entry 2
13 years old - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
13 years old- postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
no idea - central determiner (negative)
Entry 3
no sense— central determiner (negative)
Entry 4
no idea- central determiner (negative)
Entry 5
these things - central determiner (demonstrative)
Entry 6
This Japanese club trip-central determiner (demonstrative)
Entry 7
every year- central determiner (universal)
many different kinds - postdetermnier (quantifier)
All Japanese - predeterminer (quantifier)
every family member - central determiner (universal)
this semester - central determiner (demonstrative)
one of the most - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 8
This dialogue journal -central determiner (demonstrative)

Student 2
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Entry 1
3 real friends - postdetenniner (cardinal numeral)
two ol" them - posidetcrminer (cardinal numeral)
each other - central determiner (universal)
othci country - postdetenniner (general ordinal)
Entry 2
other country — postdeterminer (general ordinal)
not every American is bad - central determiner (universal)
Entry 3
20 mins. - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
in other city - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
each other- central determiner (universal)
Entry 4
to other college - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
a few years - postdeterminer (quantifier)
Entry 5
a lot of things - postdetenniner (quantifier)
a lot of things - postdeterminer (quantifier)
Entry 6
4 days - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
that hotel - central determiner (demonstrative)
14 hours - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 7
a jot of people - postdeterminer (quantifier)
Most people - predeterminer (quantifier)
this time - central determiner (demonstrative)
a lot of people - postdetenniner (quantifier)
Entry S
No occurrences of other determiners

Student 3
Entry 1
each other - central determiner (universal)
twenty years - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
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each individual way other - central determiner (universal)
each other - central determiner (universal)
Entry 2
much time - postdeterminer (quantifier)
each opinion other - central determiner (universal)
each other- central determiner (universal)
each other- central determiner (universal)

Entry 3
much snow - postdeterminer (quantifier)
that time - central determiner (demonstrative)
this year - central determiner (demonstrative)
two years - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
some big competitions - central determiner (assertive)
2 years - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
6 years- postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 4
some of-central determiners (assertive)
Entry 5
a lot of friends - postdeterminer (quantifier)
these days - central determiner (demonstrative)
Entry 6
1 day - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
a few strange and exotic things - postdeterminer (quantifier)
some objections - central determiner (assertive)
a lot of people — postdeterminer (quantifier)
Entry 7
another problem - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
this college life - central determiner (demonstrative)
one of the problems - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry S
this type - central determiner (demonstrative)
more controversial themes - postdeterminer (quantifier)
next year - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
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Student 4
Entry 1
this question - central determiner (demonstrative)
one of my best friends - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
each other - central determiner (universal)
one thing- postdeterminer (cardinal number)
Entry 2
manv friends - postdeterminer (quantifier)
tived other country - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
each_other — central determiner (universal)

Entry 3
5_people - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
some entertainment park - central determiner (assertive)
some way- central determiner (assertive)
some pets- central determiner (assertive)
t\vo_yery important family members - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 4
manv languages - postdeterminer (quantifier)
manv countries - postdeterminer (quantifier)
Entry 5
manv things - postdeterminer (quantifier)
some special advice - central determiner (assertive)
Entry 6
this Thanksgiving break- central determiner (demonstrative)
a lot of things - postdeterminer (quantifier)
this trip - central determiner (demonstrative)
Entry 7
each meal - central determiner (universal)
Entry S
each other - central determiner (universal)
each other - central determiner (universal)
some compositions - central determiner (assertive)
one more thing - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
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Student 5
Entry I
this assignment — central determiner (demonstrative)
almost aU Japanese students - predeterminer (quantifier)
this disadvantage - central determiner (demonstrative)
this class - central determiner (demonstrative)
such elements - predeterminer (intensifier)
Entry 2
another country - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
another country- postdeterminer (general ordinal)
another country- postdeterminer (general ordinal)

Entry 3
these days - central determiner (demonstrative)
one of the reasons - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 4
enough money - central determiner (quantitative)
first step - postdeterminer (general ordinal)

Entry 5
No occurrences of other determiners

Entry 6
few days - postdeterminer (quantifier)
more energy - central determiner (quantitative)
5 o'clock - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 7
three practices - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
each practice - central determiner (universal)
two hours - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
four months - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry S
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This assignment - centra.! determiner (demonstrative)
10 or 12 times - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
this chance - central determiner (demonstrative)

Student 6
Entry 1
No occurrences of other determiners
Entry 2
other cultures - postdeterminer (general ordinal)
Entry 3
4 brothers - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
more guts - central determiner (quantifier)
three sisters - postdeterminer (cardinal numral)
2_brothers - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
i sister - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
four years - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
one or two passengers - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
two years - postdeterminer (cardinal numral)
no brothers - central determiner (negative)
one of the best universities - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 4
No occurrences of other determiners
Entry 5
three days - postdeterminer (cardinat numeral)
Those buildings - central determiner (demonstrative)
15 hours - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Entry 6
two groups - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
One group - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
more Japanese - central determiner (quantitiative)
Entry 7
two pieces - postdeterminer (cardinal numeral)
Most Japanese - predeterminer (quantifier)
These New Year visits - central determiner (demonstrative)
most cases - predetermier (quantifier)
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Entry S
This journal - central determiner (demonstrative)

APPENDIX C
Error Analysis
Student 1
Entry 1
NP#
10

NP
the other person

Context for
other det. - I
(another person)

Type of Error
substitution

NP
conversation's class
in foreign country
most of the Japanese

Context for
P-I
a/an -I
0-1

Type of Error
other (problem)
underextension
overextension

NP
he is also
undergraduate
a computer trouble
to be same
hard worker
Aquarium
a civic hall
same questions

Context for
a/an -I

Type of Error
underextension

0-1
the-I
a/a-I
the-I
the-I
the-I

countability
underextension
underexension
underextension
substitution
underextension

NP
the job
the TV station

Context for
a/an -I
a/an- I

Type of Error
substitution
substitution

NP
or important person

Context for
a/an- I

Type of Error
underextension

Entry 2
NP#
6
25
9
Entry 3
NP#
5
10
24
26
32
33
36
Entry 4
NP#
S
9

Entry 5
NP#
4
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Entry 6
NP#
24

NP
wonderful trip

Context for
a/an- I

Type of Error
underextension

NP
of year
kind of noodle
.coin? to shrine
On the New Year's
day
Festive food
that name (its name)

Context for
the- I
a/an-I
a/an- I
0-1

Type of Error
undersextension
underextension
underextension
overextension

a/an-1
P-I

countability
other (problem)

NP
dialogue journal
for dialogue journal

Context for
the-I
the- I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension

Entry 7
NP#
5
11
15
17
20
43

Entry S
NP#
6
S

Student 2
Entry 1
NP#
8
16
23
24
26
38
43

NP
same university
not parent's
such as the problem
or future
the time
because of culture
other country
(another country)

Context for
the-I
a/an
a/an -I
the-I
0-1
the-I
other det.- I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
substitution
underextension
overextension
underextension
substitution

Entry 2
NP#
3
4
7
10
13

NP
real friend
other country
(another country)
ISA people
have international
boyfriend
who is good guy

Context for
a/an-I
other det.- I

Type of Error
underextension
substitution

the-I
a/an-[

underextension
underextension

a/an - I

underextension

NP
in other city (in
another city)
He is engineer
is public servant
World Cup
onlv child
to parents (to my
parents)
strong relationship
opposite situation
serious problem

Context for
other det.-1

Type of Error
substitution

a/an-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
P-I

underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
other (problem)

a/an I
the I
a/an-I

underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
try internship
more specific field
to other college
(anothercolle.se)
only child

Context for
a/an-I
a/an-I
other d e t . - I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
substitution

a/an-I

underextension

NP
news
developing country

Context for
the-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension

Entry 3
NP#
15
17
19
22
25
28
32
36
37

Entry 4
NP#
3
7
12
14

Entry 5
NP#
8
10
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Entry 6
NP#
5
7
16
IS
21

NP
First
and hotel
spend nice time
wrong way
during winter
vacation

Context for
the-I
the-l
a/an-I
the-I
the-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
to temple
to shrine
of* year

Context for
a/an-I
a/an-I
the-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 7
NP#
3
4
6
Entry 8
No errors found.
Student 3
Entry 1
No errors found.
Entry 2
NP#
13
19
39
44

NP
A style
respect
individualism
write those board
(write on the board)
have variety

Context for
the-I
the-I

Type of Error
substitution
underextension

the-I

substitution

a/an-I

underextension

NP
I have father
mother
and old brother
for company

Context for
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 3
NP#
I
2
3
5
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9
14
20
27

in the Nigata
prefecture
of neighborhood
the university
at university

0-1

overextension

the-I
a/an-I
the-I

underextension
substitution
underextension

NP
the occupation
United Nations
The style
the person
person
for variety
most important
thing

Context for
a/an-I
the-I
0-1
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
the-I

Type of Error
substitution
underextension
overextension
substitution
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
with lover (with my
lover)
It's good time
It's good time
new knowledge
The laziness (my
laziness)

Context for
P-I

Type of Error
other

a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
P-I

underextension
underextension
underextension
substitution

NP
a Japanese club
not same
and U.S.A.

Context for
the-I
the-I
the-I

Type of Error
substitution
underextension
underextension

NP
nice place
by kindness
as groups (as a
group)
have connection
with outside

Context for
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

a/an-I
the-I

underextension
underextension

Entry 4
NP#
4
7
14
17
18
23
26

Entry 5
NP#
1
4
21
24
39

Entry 6
NP#
2
16
34
Entry 7
NP#
4
6
14
22
23

.100
27
28
29

30

like city
good place
experience
"differency" (the
difference)
and diversity

the-I
a/an-I
the-I

underextension
underextension
underextension

the-I

underextension

NP
improve English
ability (improve my
English ability)
explanation
difference

Context for
P-I

Type of Error
other

the-I
the-I

underexentesion
underexentesion

Entry 8
NP#
9

20
25

Student 4
Entry 1
NP#
11
16
22
25

NP
about problem
serious issue
longtime
real friend

Context for
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-[

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
anyone who is my
special
lived other country
(lived in another
country)
short time

Context for
0-1

Type of Error
overextension

other. det-I

substitution

a/an-f

underxtension

NP
to movie
children
unusual thing
only person
very different
personality

Context for
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 2
NP#
2
13

15

Entry 3
NP#
7
11
18
26
30
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Entry 4
NP#
11
12
14

NP
in countryside
without car
get D.L. (driver's
license)

Context for
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
most happy time

Context for
the-I

Type of Error
underextension

NP
"parad" (parade)
the Thanksgiving day
hotel
hotel's lounge
during winter break
during break

Context for
the-I
0-1
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I

Type of Error
underextension
overextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
New Year
shrine
whole year
really big dinners
meaning
on the New Year's

Con text for
the-I
a/an-l
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
0-1

Type of Error
uderextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
overextension

Entry 5
NP#
2
Entry 6
NP#
19
20
22
23
29
31
Entry 7
NP#
3
5
6
8
10
12
Entry 8
No errors found.
Student 5
Entry 1
NP#
8

NP
be help

Context for
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension

102
23
24
27
33

appreciate friend
treat friend
such personality
opposite way

a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

underextension
underextension
countability
underextension

NP
such friend
such person
way

Context for
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
countability
countability
underextension

NP
such situation

Context for
a/an-I

Type of Error
Countability

NP
past
great reputation
of stair
to small goal
to be cool gentleman

Context for
the-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underxtension
underextension

NP
from view
on face
as bright smile

Context for
the-I
the-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
energetic person
At the midnight
traffic jam
barber
Japanese bar
jazz bar

Context for
a/an-I
0-1
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
overextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 2
NP#
4
18
23
Entry 3
NP#
8
Entry 4
NP#
5
11
17
18
20
Entry 5
NP#
5
6
7
Entry 6
NP#
7
11
14
22
23
24

Entry 7
NP#
7
15
17

NP
3 (3 rd )
winter break
be nice break

Context for
the-I
the-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

NP
improve skill
turning point
in ESL class

Context for
the-I
a/an
the-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 8
NP#
6
9
14

Student 6
Entry I
NP#
17
25
30

NP
to the others
about "careness"
(care)
on situation

Context for
0-1
the-I

Type of Error
overextension
underextension

the-I

underextension

NP
Japanese culture

Context for
the-I

Type of Error
underextension

NP
northern area
second brother
soccer ball
of soccer club
not good player
in all Japan team
soccer player
"advisible" person
cheerleader
job
ofhobby

Context for
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
uderextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 2
NP#
8

Entry 3
NP#
7
9
18
21
23
31
32
38
50
55
56
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60
63
64
66
75
84
94
95
96
99
102
103
107
108
111
114
US
120
122
123
128
129

license
the movie
exhibition
magnificent hobby
intelligent person
the rickshaw
(rickshaws)
a part-time
go university
the company
with smile
the money
in Association
to Uni. (university)
to Uni. (university)
a closest person
high school student
be ballet dancer
the interest
be dancer
teacher
hard time
overseas country

a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
• - .

0-1
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
| 0-1
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-t
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

underextension
substitution
underextension
underextension
underextension
overextension
overextension
underextension
substitution
underextension
overextension
underextension
underextension
underextension
substitution
underextension
underextension
substitution
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 4
NP#
11

NP
critical question

Context for
a/an-I

Type of Error
underextension

NP
with JP club
see museum
eat Japanese
restaurant
was public
restaurant
in U.S.
Japanese beer
U.S.
culture
people
environment
food
people

Context for
the-I
a/an-I
a/an-I

Type of Error
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension

a/an-I

Underextension

the-I
a/an-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I

Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension

Entry 5
NP#
7
18
20
21
24
28
32
>\*%
JJ

34
35
37
38
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39
40
41
44
45
49

environment
food
problem
countryside
City
traffic jam

the-I
the-I
a/an-I
the-I
a/an-I
| a/an-I

Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
Underextension
underextension

Entry 6
NP#
•>

4
14
21

NP
own idea (their own
idea)
or way (their own
way)
in U.S.
two "roups

Context for
P-I

Type of Error
other

P-I

other

the-I
the-I

underextension
underextension

NP
About New Year
the Christmas
minority
of ancestors
"Gate pines"
"secrete" rope
New Year
from sods

Context for
the-I
0-1
a/an-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I
the-I

Type of Error
underextension
overextension
underextension
underestension
underextension
underextension
underextension
underextension

Entry 7
NP#
1
6
9
17
20
22
32
50

Entry 8
No errors found.
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APPENDIX D
Distribution of the errors across the NP Types found in the Japanese students* journal
entries:
A- Errors of Underextension (179 occurrences)
With NP Type 1 - (30 occurrences) - omission of a/an (10 occurrences): omission of the
(20 occurrences)
With NP Type 2 - (57 occurrences) - omission of the
With NP Type 3 - (14 occurrences) - omission of a/an
With NP Type 4 - (69 occurrences) - omission of a/an
With NP Types 5 - (4 occurrences) - omission of the
With Countability- (5 occurrences) omission of a/an
B - Errors of Substitution (20 occurrences)
With NP Type 2 - (5 occurrences) used a/an instead of the
With NP Type 3 - (4 occurrences) used the instead of a/an
With NP Type 4 - (11 occurrences) - used the instead of a/an (5 occurrences): other
determiners - used other instead of another (6 occurrences)

C - Errors of Overextension (14 occurrences)
With NP Type 1 - (6 occurrences) - used the instead of 0
With NP Type 4 - (6 occurrences) - used an/an instead of 0 (1 occurrence): used the instead
of 0 (5 occurrences)
With NP Type 5 - (1 occurrences) - used the instead of 0
With Countability - (1 occurrence) - used a/an instead of 0

D- Other (problems) - (15 occurrences)
With Possessives — (9 occurrences) - 9 occurrences categorized as Other.
With Other Determiners- (6 occurrences) included in the Substitution Error Category
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